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. Chapter 1

, Introduction

A standard has now been adopted for subroutine packages that drive graphic
devices. It is known as the Graphical Kernel System (GKS), and many commer-
cial implementations of it are available. Unfortunately, it is a difficult system to
learn, and certain functions that are important for scientific use are not provided.
Although GKS can be used to achieve portability of graphic applications between
graphic devices, computers, and operating systems, it can also be misused in this
respect. In addition, it introduces the very real problem of portability between the
various implementations of GKS.

This document describes a set of FORTRAN-77 subroutines that may be used to
control a wide variety of graphic devices and overcome most of these problems. Some
of these subroutines are from GKS itself, while others are higher-level subroutines
that call GKS subroutines. These subroutines are collectively known as GKS-EZ.

. The purpose is to supply someone who is not a specialist in computer graphic with
a flexible, robust, and easy to learn graphics system. Users of GKS-EZ should
not have much need for a full GKS manual; this document will supply all of the

' information to use GKS-EZ except for a few items. These missing items include
the numeric identification of the supported graphic devices and tile procedure for
linking the GKS subroutines into an executable module.

However, it must be emphasized that the design goals of GKS and GKS-EZ are
different: The emphasis in GKS is to provide the programmer with all of the tools
necessary to drive a very wide variety of graphic devices. GKS-EZ, on the other
hand, tries to provide a means of writing programs which will run on a wide variety
of graphic devices. These two goals are not the same.

GKS-EZ is fully compatible with the standardization efforts of the American Na-
tional Standards Institute (ANSI). In particular, it is compatible with the ASCII
character set as described in American National Standard for Information Sys-
tems: Coded Character Set_, 7-bit American National Standard Code for Infor-
mation Interchange (7-bit ASCII) [ANS86], FORTRAN-77 as described in Amer-
ican National Standard: Programming Language FORTRAN lANS78], and GKS

• itself as described in American National Standard for In]brmation Sy_tem_: Com-
purer Graphics - Graphical Kernel System (GKS) Functional Description [ANS85a]

, and American National Standard for Information System_: Computer Graphics -
Graphical Kernel System (GKS) FORTRAN Binding [ANS85b].

Many concepts will have to be defined in the following chapters. When a concept
is first encountered, it will be given in italics. The information around the italicized
word or phrase may be taken as its definition.

1
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1.1. The Graphical Kernel System (GKS)

GKS has now been adopted by both ANSI and the International Standards
Organization (ISO). It is therefore an American and an international standard.
The standardization effort includes the standardization of the calling sequences for
FORTRAN and other languages. This section will provide a basic introduction to
most of the concepts used in GKS. L

GKS contains three separate two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate systems.
The coordinates within all of these coordinate systems are specified by real values.
The three coordinate systems are:

1. The World Coordinate System (WC): This is the system in which the
user normally specifies the positions of graphic primitives. Its extent is
potentially infinite in x and y.

2, Normalized Device Coordinates (NDC): An intermediary coordinate sys-
tem. It is a uniform coordinate system for all graphic devices. Its extent is
essentially limited by 0.0 to 1.0 in x and y.

3. Device Coordinates (DC): The coordinate system of the actual graphic
device. Its extent is ft'ore 0.0 to XDCMAXin x and from 0.0 to YDCNAXin y.
XDCMAXand YDCMAXare specified in meters or other units and are device-
dependent; their values may be obtained at execution time.

Transformations between these coordinate systems are specified by giving a rect-
angle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes in each of two coordinate systems.
The transformation is then defined as a linear mapping from one rectangle to the
other. When the transformation is thought of as going from a source coordinate
system Lo a target coordinate system, then the rectangle in the source coordinate
system is called a window while the rectangle in the target coordinate system is

. called a viewport. GKS allows the user to control two transformations'
1. The Normalization Transformation: This transforms from the world co-

ordinate system to normalized device coordinates. GKS allows multiple
normalization transforms to be available at one time. The aspect ratios of
the window and viewport are unconstrained for this transformation.

2. The Workstation Transformation: This transforms from normalized device

coordinates to device coordinates. The transformation may be different for
each graphic device. For this transformation, the aspect ratio of the window
and viewport must be the same.

GKS supplies a default normalization transformation and workstation transforma-
tion that results in the square with x and y running from 0.0 to 1.0 in world
coordinates Inapping into a maximal square area in device coordinates.

The graphic primitives in GKS are of six types:
1. Polylines: A polyline consists of a sequence of concatenated line segments.
2. Polymarkers: A polymarker is a group of markers. Each marker can be a

: single point or a more elaborate plotting symbol.
3. Text: A text primitive consists of a single string of characters.

_- " 4. Fill Area: This primitive consists of a polygonal area that may be filled
with solid colors, patterns, or cross-hatching.

_ ........... --- .............................................................................. f ...... _11I II II I -• II IIIII
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5. Cell Array: A rectangular array of cells whose color can be individually
specified.

6. Generalized Drawing Primitive: An escape function that allows a program-
mer to exploit special features of certain graphic devices.

' The positions of all of these primitives are specified by giving the x and y coordinates
of points in the world coordinate system. The attributes of these primitives, such

, as color, size, and line type, may also be specified. Two methods of specifying
attributes, called individual and bundled, are supplied in GKS. When individual
attributes are used, they apply to all graphic devices in use. Bundled attributes are
user defined collections of attributes which may be assigned to individual graphic
devices.

Under GKS, a picture may optionally consist of a number of parts called set.
men_s. Each segment can consist of an arbitrary number of graphic primitives and
is assigned a numeric identification. Segments are the smallest objects that may be
manipulated by GKS. For example, segments may be highlighted or deleted. GKS
also allows segments to be rotated, translated, and scaled under certain conditions.

Another basic concept of GKS is the workstation. A workstation may be a
plotter, a simple graphic terminal, or a more flexible graphic device. GKS supports
six types of workstations:

1. OUTPUT: Output only. An example is a simple plotter.
2. INPUT: Input only. The best example is probably a non-graphic terminal.d.

3. OUTIN: Output and Input. Typically, this is an interactive graphic termi-
nal,

' 4. WISS: Workstation Independent Segment Storage. ':['his allows a program-
mer to temporarily store and manipulate segments, The segments are only
available from within a single program.

5. MO: Metafile Output. This allows a job to save pictures in a file for retrieval
by another program.

6. MI: Metafile Input. Pictures prepared for an MO workatation may be
retrieved.

= A workstation operator may specify information to a pregram by using graphic
input devices. Graphic input devices are grouped into six classes in GKS:

1. Locator: This type of device returns the x and y coordina.tes of a point in
world coordinates to the program. A mouse or other pointirlg device can
function as a locator control unit.

2. Stroke: This device returns a sequence of points. A mouse can also a,ct as
a stroke control unit.

• 3. Valuator: A real number is returned. A rotl_ry dial can act as a, valuator
control unit.

, 4. Choice: A non-negative integer is returned that represent;s a selection from
a number of choices. A set of push buttons can be a choic(_ control unit.

" 5. Pick: The identification of a segment and the identificat, ion of a gra.phic
primitive within the segment can be returned. A light pen is -anexample of
a pick control unit.
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6. String: A character string is returned to the program. A keyboard is an
example of a string control unit.

GKS then allows these six types of input devices to be used in three modes:
1. Request: GRS waits until the input is supplied by the workstation operator t

or until a break action is performed.
2. Sample: The current value of the control unit is returned immediately to

the program°
3. Event: The data from the control unit is put on an input queue. The

application program can then remove the oldest event from the queue and
examine it.

A workstation will be in one of three possible states at _.ny time. These three
states arc:

1. The workstation is closed. In this state, absolutely no output to the work-
station or input from the workstation may be performed.

2. The workstation is open but not active. In this state, input may be obtained
from the workstation but no graphic output can be written to it.

3. The workstation is active. In this state, input may also be obtained from
the workstation. In addition, any graphic output that is generated will be
sent to the ,a _station.

A given implementation of GKS does not have to perform all of the functions
defined in the standards document. GKS implementations are classified into various
levels, depending on how much of GKS they actually support. There are four levels
of output and three levels of input that are explicitly defined in the ANSI version of
GKS (the ISO version only has three levels of output; the "m" level is riot defined).
Each level has all of the functions of the preceding levels. The levels for ouLput are:

m. Minimal output. All primitives except cell array are available, but only a
very limited set of attributes may be assigned to them.

0. All primitives arid attributes are available. However, segments are not yet
available.

1. At this level, segments and bundled attributes are available.
2. Workstation independent segment storage becomes available at this level.

The GKS levels for input are:
a. No input functions are available.
b. Only the request input mode is available.
c. All input modes are available.

Therefbre, there are a total of twelve possible levels for a GKS implementation.
The GKS level is a two-character identification formed from the output and input
level specifications. Thus, the most primitive lew_l is "Level ma" while a full GKS
implementation is "Level 2c."

1.2. The Rationale for GKS-EZ

GKS is now an American and International standard and cannot be ignored.
Since the FORTRAN-77 binding has; als() been ,,_tandardized, the transportability
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of application programs from one computer or operating system could be relatively
st!:'aightforward. Nevertheless, there are substantial problems in using GKS. Some
of' these problems are:

1. GKS consists of an extremely large number of subroutines. The FORTRAN-
0

77 binding specifies 212 subroutines for Level 2c, Even the lowest level,
Level ma, consists of 56 subroutines and that level is only marginally ad-

, equate for the simplest non-interactive devices. Learning that many sub-
routines, and learning which of them are really important, will clearly take
time. GKS, therefore, appears unsuitable for anyone who does not intend
to make a career of computer graphics.

2. GKS requires that many attributes and other flags be specified by integer
values; for example, a solid line is selected by a value of 1, while a dashed
line is selected by a 2. Programs that use integer constants will quicldy be-
come unreadable. The FORTRAN-77 binding does define enumeration types
which give symbolic names to these integer values using the FORTRAN-77
PAP_AMETEItstatement. However, experience has shown that most program-
mers will ignore the enumeration types unless they are coerced into using
them. It is initially quicker and easier not to use the enumeration types,
and most programmers will take the easy way.

3. Full GKS provides more than one way to accomplish a particular function.
• This redundancy can be confusing and distracting to beginning users and

to users who are not computer graphics specialists.
4. Portability across different implementations of GKS is possible, but there

• are many potential problems. For example, the number of line types, marker
types, or attribute bundles can vary between implementations. Any use of
such facilities beyond those defined in the standard can limit portability.

5. GKS has very poor support for producing textual material for scientific
applications. These applications require, at a minimum, the free intermix-
ing of Roman and Greek letters, and superscripting and subscripting. The
only characters defined in the GKS standards document are a single font
of characters containing the ASCII character set. All implementations of
GKS will probably have additional fonts containing Greek letters and other
symbols. However, the fonts containing them are not standardized so appli-
cations using them may not be transportable across GKS implementations.
In addition, the mixing of different fonts in a single line of text, or forming
superscripts or subscripts, can lead to very tedious programming.

6. GKS allows the writing of very device-dependent programs. Some of these
" ' device dependencies are obvious wtfile others are not, especially to the non-

specialist.
It is for these and other reasons that GKS-EZ was produced.s

GKS-EZ is a small collection of subroutines that can be used to produce pictures
on, and interact with, a variety of graphic devices. It is based on GKS and consists
of the following:

1. Native GKS subroutines.
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2. Subroutines that call groups of GKS subroutines, thereby providing sirnpli.
fled higher-level control,

3. Subroutines that call GKS subroutines and extend the capabilities of GKS
itself.

t

Using GKS-EZ instead of GKS should not limit the user irl any way. In particular,
multiple graphic devices may be used in a single program, both non-interactive
mid fully interactive devices may be used, and essentially all transportable graphic
primitives and attributes are supported. Some of the advantages of using GKS-EZ
over plain GKS are:

1. GKS-EZ provides the beginning GKS user, and the GKS user who is not
a computer graphics specialist, with a simplified set of subroutines that
are fully compatible with GKS. The recommended GKS-EZ subroutines are
only 31 in number,

2. A user of GKS-EZ will find that many applications can be done more easily
and with far fewer subroutine calls than can be done w'ith GKS itself. At,

the same time, the user of GKS-.EZ is not precluded from using any of the
native GKS subroutines. A certain amount of knowledge about the actions
taken by the GKS-EZ subroutines may be necessary, but the source for
these subroutines is readily available. Becmlse of the structure of GKS-
EZ subroutines, most application programs should be easier to read than
programs using GKS directly.

3. A very extensive character generator containing the upper and lower case
Roman, Greek, Cyril)lc, and Hebrew alphabets, a wide variety of special
characters, and a flexible superscripting and subscripting ability is pro-
vided. These characters can be produced in three different fonts. Since
these characters are drawn with polylines and fill areas, they should appear
essentially the same on any supported graphic device running under any
GKS implementation.

3. Since GKS-EZ is built on top of GKS, it retains all of the transporta.bil-
ity of GKS applicat, ions. Also, its carefully chosen sul)set of GKS subrou-
tines greatly enhances the implementat, ion-independence and device-inde-
pendence of application programs.

5. Finally, the time spent in learning GKS-EZ will not be wasted if a user has
to use GKS directly at a later time. In that case, the user will have a solid
knowledge of part of GKS, and all of the nomenclature and conventions of
GKS-EZ are the same _Lsthose of GKS itself.

1.3. The Availability of GKS-EZ

The subroutines described in this document are awtilablc' on the IBM mainframe

computers running at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, These computers are
running under the VM/XA operating system. Executa, Me versions of the subrou-
tines are contained in the file

GKSEZ TXTLIB g.
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They may therefore be used by anyone at this installation who uses the proper
TXTLIB statement.

The source code is also available for those people who have to use the subroutines
on another computer. The file

' GKSEZ FORTRAN U
contains all of the subroutines described here.

, Since the GKS-EZ subroutines are written in something very close to strict
FORTRAN-77, they themselves should be transportable to any computer with a
FORTRAN-77 compiler and a GKS system. The only non-standard construction in
the source code is the use of INTEGEK*2arrays to store the definition of tile character
sets. 'These declarations can easily be changed to INTEGER; the only requiremeut is
that the arrays can contain integers of up to 32767.

There are two control values, GZLWSFand GZMSSF,that may have to be modified
in some versions to GKS-EZ. The first control value is a line width scale factor

multiplier and the second is a marker size scale factor multiplier. The problem
is that the default line width and marker size are not specified in the standard.
The result is that, different implementation may produce very different line widths
or marker sizes for the default. These control values ,nay be changed from their
initial value of 1.0 tomake the default line width and marker sizes compatible.
Unfortunately, this can mean that slightly different versions of GKS-EZ will have to
be maintained for different GKS implementations, or even for different workstations

" within an implementation.
To use all of the functions in GKS-EZ, a GKS implementation of Level lb is

, required. The GKS implementation must supply at least eight color indices, zero
through seven, for each supported workstation.



Chapter 2

A Detailed Description of the GKS-EZ
Subroutines

This chapter describes most of the subroutines available in GKS-EZ. It is meant

to be a complete and self-contained description of GKS-EZ. Although not all func-

tions of GKS are described, the subset of functions that are described here should

be adequate for the vast majority of graphic application programs.

When a subroutine parameter with ,Xiscrete values is described, its numerical

value as well as its GKS enumeration type is given.

Error handling in GKS-EZ is quite sirnple. If one of the GKS-EZ subroutine

additions detects an error, it prints a message on FORTRAN unit 6 and either tries

to continue or, in rare cases, terminates. If a GKS subroutine detects an error, the

normal GKS error processing will occur.

Each section in this chapter terminates with a description of the GKS implemen-
tation of the subroutines in that sectien. This information is usually not necessary

for users of GKS-EZ but should be helpful when an application must use GKS

subroutines that are not part of GKS-EZ.

The subroutines that belong to GKS-EZ, and not to GKS itself, are easily

recognized; their names ali start with "GZ." GKS itself does not have any subroutine

names or enumeration types that begin with these letters.

2.1. Control Functions

The first four subroutines in this section are used to control the state of the

workntation. The first two subroutines are used to open and close a workstation

and are always necessary in an application program. The second two subroutines

are used to activate and deactivate a wo:kstation and are only necessary when a

program is controlling more than one workstation. Even then, these two subroutines

may not be necessary, The fifth su.broutine is used to clear the display surface on a

workstation and is always important.

2.]..1. Subroutine GZOPWK:Open Workstation

This subroutine may be used to open a workstation. If the workstation has

output capability, it will be left in the active state. For most application programs,

this subroutine will be called exactly once at the very beginning of the program.

However, it may be called man.)" times if, for example, the application program is

controlling many workstations.

8
=

li

7, r-
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The calling sequence is:
CALL GZOPWK (WKID,CONID,WTYPE)

The input parameters are:

WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier. This user selected value is

the identification by which this workstation is referred to in all other

, subroutines. If more than one workstation is to be opened, each one

must have a unique identifier.

CONID An integer giving the connection identifier. This value is dependent on
the GKS implementation being used.

WTYPE An integer giving the workstation type. This value is dependent on the

GKS implementation being used.

2.1.2. Subroutine GZCLWK:Close Workstation

This subroutine may be used to close a workstation. After a workstation has

been closed, no more use can be made of it until it is reopened. For most application

programs, this subroutine will be called exactly once at the very end of the program.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GZCLWK (WKID)

The input parameter is:

WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.

2.1.3. Subroutine GACWK:Activate Workstation

This subroutine may be used to activate a workstation. When a work,station is

active, output primitives and segments will be written to it.

The calling sequencc is:
CALL GACWK (WKID)

The input parameter is:

WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.

2.1.4• Subroutine GDAWK:Deactivate Workstation

This subroutine may be used to deactivate a workstation. When a workstation

• is inactive, output primitives and segments will not be written to it.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GDAWK (WKID)

The input parameter is:

WKID An integergivingthe workstationidentifier.
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2.1.5. Subroutine GCLRWK: Clear Workstation

This subroutine may be used to clear the display surface of a workstation,

Graphic primitives outside of segments on the workstation are deleted, and all

segments associated with the workstation are removed from the workstation. If a

segment is no longer associated with any workstation, then the segment, itself is
deleted.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GCLRWK (WKID,COFL)

The input parameters are:

WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.

COFL An integer giving a control flag. This value should be 0 (GCONDII) if the
display is to be cleared only if it is not empty, and 1 (GALWAY) if it is

always to be cleared. GKS-EZ suggests that a value of 1 (GALWAY)be
used.

2.1.6. GKS Implementation

Subroutine GZOPWR is straightforward but lengthy. Among the operations it

performs are'

1. If GKS is not open, it calls GOPKS. Unit 6 is used for the error message

file, and the implementation default buffer size is used. If either of these

is inappropriate, the user can call GOPKS before GZ0PWK is called for the
first time. Howew.'r, if the user calls GOPKS, it is important that tile other

functions that GZ0PWK perforrns at this time are done by the user.

2. If GKS is not open, the output attributes are set to their default vahms
under GKS-EZ.

3. If GKS is not open, all of the normalization transformations are set to

default values. Normalization transformation 1 is selected and its priority

is raised. Clipping for the normalization transformation is also turned on.

4. The workstation is opened and activated.

5. If the workstation ha_s output capability, the deferral mode is set to "before

next interaction locally" (GBNIL) and the implicit regeneration mode is set

to "allowed" (GALLOW).

6. If the workstation ha_s output capability, thee color table for the workstation

is initialized. The appropriate color indices irt the range 0 through 7 are
initialized.

7. If the workstation has input capability, the mode of the input functions is

set to request with echo turned on.

Subroutine GZCLWK is much simpler; it deactivates and closes the workstation. If no

more workstations are open, it closes GKS itself.

Subroutines GACWK, GDAWK, and GCLRWK are native GI(S subro_ltines.

The user should be aware that the number of workstations that car, be open

at one time is implementation-dependent. Therefore, a Gt{S program that opens
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as few as two workstations at one time may not be transportable to another GKS

implementation.

t

2.2. Output Functions

GKS-EZ provides five graphic primitives. These primitives are lines, markers,
i

text, fill area, and extended text. The first four primitives are the usual GKS

primitives. The fifth, extended text, is an additional primitive supplied by GKS-

EZ. The attributes of the primitives can be set with the subroutines described in

the section on output attributes. In particular, the color and geometric aspects of

these primitives can be controlled.

2,2.1. Subroutine GPL: Polyline

This subroutine may be used to draw a sequence of concatenated straight line

segments. The polyline begins at the first given point and proceeds through each

of the succeeding points. The lines may be solid, dashed, dotted, or dot-dashed.
Their width and color may also be controlled.

The calling sequence is:

CALL GPL (N,PXA,PYA)

The input parameters are:

' l_ An integer giving the number of points in the polyline.

PXA A real array of dimension N that gives the x coordinates of the points

in the polyline in world coordinates.

PYA A real array of dimension N that gives the y coordinates of the points

in the polyline in world coordinates.

2.2.2. Subroutine GPM: Polymarker

This subroutine may be used to draw a sequence of markers. A marker may

consist of a single point or a more elaborate plotting symbol. If a plotting symbol

is used, its size may be controlled.

The calling sequence is:

CALL GPM(N,PXA,PYA)

The input parameters are:

• N An integer giving the number of points in the polymarker.

PXA A real array of dimension N that gives the x coordinates of the markers
in world coordinates.

PYA A real array of dimension N that gives the y coordinates of the markers
in world coordinates.
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2.2.3. Subroutine GTX: Text

This subroutine may be used to draw a string of characters. The size, orien-
tation, and color of the characters may be controlled. The location point of the

character string is quite flexible and may be any of the corners of the box enclosing

the string as well as a number of other points. The characters that the user tries to
draw with this subroutine should be limited to the ASCII character set:

The calling sequence is:

CALL GTX (PX,PY,CHARS)

Tile input parameters are:

PX A real value that gives the x coordinate of the location point of the

character string in world coordinates.

PY A real array that gives the y coordinate of the location point of the

character string in world coordinates.

CHARS A character string containing the characters.

2.2.4. Subroutine GFA:Fill Area

This subroutine may be used to fill a polygonal area. Tile polygon is defined by
giving its vertex points. The interior of the polygon may be hollow, solid, or filled

with certain patterns. If the fir::t and last of tile given points are riot the same,

GRS will supply a closing point.
J

The calling sequence is:
CALL GFA(N,PXA,PYA)

The input parameters are:

N An integer giving the number of points defining tile fill area.

PXA A real array of dimension N that gives the x coordina, tes of the points

defining the fill area in world coordinates.

PYA A real array of dimension N that gives tlm y coordinates of the points

defining the fill area in world coordinates,

2.2.5. Subroutine GZET: Extended Text

This subroutine may be used to draw a string of characters. The characters

produced by this subroutine are quite varied and include the upper and lower case

Roman, Greek, Cyrillic, and Hebrew alphabets, and a wide variety of special charac-

ters. A versatile subscripting and superscripting ability is also available. A complete

description of the characters that can be produced by tills sllbroutine will be given

in Chapter 3.

The characters drawn by this subroutine are specified by giving a pair of char-

acter strings of equal length. The actual character produced is determined by

examining corresponding positions in the two strings. The first string, the primary
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characters, gives an approximation to the actual character while the second string,
the secondary characters, gives a modifier character. As an example, suppose the
primary string is "AAA" and the secondary string is " LG." In this case, the first
character drawn is an upper case Roman "A" (because the first secondary character

' is a blank), the second character is a lower case Roman "A" (because the second
secondary character is an "L"), and the third character is a lower case Greek alpha

, (because the third secondary character is a "G").
Ali of these characters may be produced in any of three fonts. Two of these

fonts, the simplez and duplex fonts, are drawn with polylines while the third, the
,olid font, is drawn with fill areas. The simplex font minimizes the complexity of the
characters, while the duplex font has some of the properties of typeset characters.
The solid font can be useful when large lettering is required.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GZET(PX,PY,PCHARS,SCHARS),

The input parameters are:
PX A real value that gives the x coordinate of the location point of the

character string in world coordinates.
PY A real array that gives tile y coordinate of the location point of the

. character string in world coordinates.
PCHARS A character string containing the primary characters.
SCHARS A character string containing the secondary characters. ,I

2.2.6. GKS Implementation

Subroutines GPL, GPM,GTX,and GFAare all native GKS subroutines.
GZET first saves the current polyline or fill area attributes and replaces then-,

with the attributes necessary to draw the characters. Next, it draws the actual
characters using subroutine GPL or GFA. Finally, it restores the original attributes.

2.3. Output Attributes

Six subroutines may be used to set the attributes of the graphic primitives. The
first five correspond to the five graphic primitives in the previous section. The sixth
is used to set the pick identification of the graphic primitives; it is only needed
when a program is using an interactive device with a pick control unit. When an

. attribute is set, by any of these subroutines, it remains in effect until it is changed
by a subsequent subroutine call. The attributes apply to all open workstations.

• The first five subroutines all have two arguments, a character string and a real
array. Attributes to be set are specified in the character string. If a value is required
with the attribute, it may be given in the character string or in the real array. For
example, the statement

CALL GZSPLA('RED,WIDTH=2.5',DUMMY)
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sets the polyline color attribute to red and sets the line width to 2.5 times its normM

value. All other attributes are unchanged. Notice that individual attributes in the

character string are separated by commas. Exactly the same result is produced by
REAL RA (8)

RA(3)=2.5

CALL GZSPLA(' RED,WIDTH=©3' ,RA)
where the "©" character is used to indicate that the value is to be found in the

specified element of the real array. The order of the items in the character string is

usually not significant. However, the user should be very careful to spell tile items in

the character string correctly and to use upper case characters; invalid items cause

an error message to bc printed and all of the items in tile string to be ignored.

2.3.1. Subroutine GZSPLA: Set Polyline Attributes

This subroutine may be used to set, the polyline attributes of color, line struc-

ture, and line width.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GZSPLA (0PTN,RA)

The input parameters are:

OPTN A character string which may contain any of the following items'

DEFAULT: This item causes the polyline attributes to be set to
their default vahms. This item will be executed first even if

0

it is not the first item in the options list.

BKGRND, NOPd4AL,RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW.,MAGENTA,or CYAN:
These items control the color of the lines.

SOLID, DASHED, DOTTED, or DASHDOT: These items control the

type of the lines.

WIDTH=(width-valuc>: This item controls the line width scale
factor.

RA A real array that may contain numeric va.lues for some of the attril)utes.

The default values are NORMAL,SOLID, and WIDTH=I.0.

2.3.2. Subroutine GZSPMA: Set Polymaxker Attril)lltes

This subroutine may be used to set the polymarker attributes of color, maxker

type., and marker size.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GZSPMA(OPTN, RA)

The input parameters are:

0PTN A ct,aracter string which may contain any of the following items:
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' Figure 2.2. Character precision and the up vector

. DEFAULT:This item causes the polymarker attributes to be set
to their default values. This item will be executed first even

if it i'_not tile first item in the options list.
BKGRND,NORMAL,RED,GREEN,BLUE, YELLOW,MAGEN%i,or CYAN:

These items control tile color of the markers.

POINT, PLUS, AST, {3HARK,or XMARK:These it,ems control the type
of the markers.

SIZE=(._ize.value): This item controls the marker size scale fac-
tor.

RA A real array that may contain numeric values for some of tim attributes.

The default values are NORMAL,POINT, and SIZE=l,0.

2.3.3. Subroutine GZSTXA:Set Text Attributes

. This subroutine may be used to set the text attributes, including color and t_
number of essentially geometric attributes. The height may be given, and the mean-
ing of the x and y position supplied by subroutine GTXmay be specified as shown in
Figure (2.1). The spacing between adjacent characters i,_ approximately the same
as the character height, h3.addition, the ctlaracter precision and orientation may be
given as illustrated in Figure (2.2). String precision allows GKS to position the text
in the most ecoilomical manner that the workstation allows. This usually means a
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horizontal string of characters. In character precision, each character is individually
positioned. In either string Or character precision, the hardware character generator

of the workstation will usually be used, and the height may not be matched very

closely. In stroke precision, the characters will usually be drawn with individual line

segments and both height and orientation will be matched as closely as possible,

The up vector controls the orientation of the characters and its effect, can vary with
the precision as shown in Figure (2.2).

In string precision, GKS is not required to use many of the text attributes,

such as text alignment, in drawing the characters and this action may be different

on different workstations or different CKS implementations. For this reason, the

use of string precision text is strongly discouraged. The user must also remember

that a GKS implementation may upgrade the user specified precision from string
to character, or from character to stroke, if it decides to do so.

Tlte calling sequence is:
CALL GZSTXA (OPTN,RA)

Tim input parameters ro'e:

0PTR A character string which may contain any of the following items:
DEFAULT: This item causes the text attributes to be set to their

default values. This item will bc executed first even if it is

not, the first item in the options list.

BKGRND, NORMAL, RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW, MAGENTA, or CYAN:
These items control the color of the text.

HEIGHT:(heighi-value)' This item controls the height of tim text.

LEFT, CENTER, or hIGHT: These items control the horizontal

alignment of the text.

BASE, HALF, or CAP: These items control th(_ vertical alignment
of the text.

STRING, CHAR, or STROKE: These items control the precision ()f
the text,

UP:((z-directi0n-value.), (y-dircctioT_-valv,_:)): This item controls
the up vector of the text.

gA A real array that may contain numeric values for some of the attrit)utes.

The default values are NORMAL, HEIGHT;0.01, LEFT, BASE, CHAR, and

uP=(O.O,l.o).

2.3.4. Subroutine GZSFAA: Set Fill Area Attributes

This subroutine may be used to set the fill area attributes of col()r and interior

style.

Tlle calling sequence is:

CALL GZSFAA(OPTN,RA)
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Figure 2.3. Height and alignment in the extended character sets

The input parameters are:
0PTN A character string which may contain any of the following items:

DEFAULT:This item causes the fill area attributes to be set to
their default values, This item will be executed first even if

it is not tile first item in the options list.
BKGRND,NORMAL,RED,GREEN,BLUE,YELLOW,MAGENTA,orCYAN:

' These items control the color of the fill area.

HOLLOW,SOLID,PATTERN,orHATCH:These itemscontrolthefill
. area interior style,

RA A real array that may contain numeric _-alues for some of the attributes.

The default values are NORMAL and SOLID.

2.3.5. Subroutine GZSETA:Set Extended Text Attributes

This subroutine may be used to set the extended text attributes, Ali of the
attributes a'vaila,ble for simple text, except the precision attribute, are aw!dlable
for extended text,; the text drawn by this subroutine is always in stroke precision.
In addition to the simple text, attributes, the character font, mono-spacing versus
proportional spacing, and the width of the polylines used to draw the characters in
the simplex and duplex fonts may be specified.

Sinc,e superscripting and subscripting are allowed in the ctmracters produced by
this subroutine, the meaning of the height, and horizontal and vertical alignment

' specific_tions can be ambiguous. The problem and its solution are illustrated in
Figure (2.3). The 1-1eightis that of the first character and the width of tlm alignment

, box is determined by the farthest extent of the cha,racters being produced. The
mono-spacing of the characters is also viola.ted wlmn sut)crscripting, subscripting,
or size' cha,__gcsare used in the strings.

Tlm (:ailing sequence is:
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CALL GZSETA (OPTN,RA)

The input parameters are:

OPTN A character string whM1 may contain any of the following items:
DEFAULT:This item causes the extended text attributes to be

set to their default values. This item will be executed first,

even if it is not the first item in the options list.
BKGKND, NORMAL, RED, GREEN, BLUE, YELLOW, MAGENTA, or CYAN:

These items control the color of the extended text,,

HEIGHT=(height.vaIue): This item controls tile height of the text,
LEFT, CENTER, or RIGHT',These items control the horizontal

alignment of the text,
BASE, HALF, or CAP: These items control tlm vertical alignment

of the text.

UP=((x-direction-value},(y-direction-value}): This item controls
the up vector of the text.

SIMPLEX, DUPLEX, or SOLID' These items control the font used
to produce the text.

MONO or PROP: These items control whether the text is mc, no-

spaced or proportionally spaced.

WlDTH=(width-value}: This item controls the line width scale
factor of the lines used to draw tile characters in the slmt)lex

: and duplex fonts,

RA A rea,1 array that, may contain numeric w_lues for some of the attributes.

The default values are NORMAL, ttEIGHT=0.01, LEFT, BASE, UP-(0.0,1.0),

SIMPLEX, PROP, and WIDTH=I.O.

2.3.6. Subroutine GSPKID: Set Pick Identification

This subroutine may be used to set tlle pick identification, lt can only t:)e calh'd

while a segment is being constructed, This identification applies to all subsequently
defined graphic primitives until it is ctmnge, d,

The calling sequence is:
CALL GSPKID(PKID)

The input parameter is:

PRID An integer giving the pick identificat, ion,

The default value of t,he pick identification is 0,

2.3.7. GRS Implementation

Tile first five subroutines work by scanning the character string a,nd determining

the attributes tc,be changed, In the case of the first four subr(mt, in('_s, the i)roI)er

,lr ,r, " ' ,',, I'I i, _ til ,i I ', ,' I1,11 ,llr" ',lglI
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GKS subroutines are called to set the attribute, In the case of GZSETA,the attributes
are saved in a COMMONblock where subroutine GZET can obtain them. Because
GZSETAsaves its information in a C0_ION block, it is fundamentally different from
the other four subroutines. Native GKS subroutines may be used to retrieve the

' current settings of the attributes assigned by the other subroutines; GKS-EZ does
not provide any means of retrieving the attributes set by GZSETA.

, There are additional GKS attributes that GKS-EZ doe,,Jnot support. For exam-
ple, there are additional alignment attributes available for text material, but these
seem to be totally redundant for most applications. There are also text spacing
and text expansion factors, but these seem unnecessary for the vast majority of
applications. The text path attribute is potentially useful, but it loses its meaning
when the superscripting and subscripting ability of subroutine GZET is considered.
It was principally because of this problem that text path was dropped. Most GKS
implementations will provide a number of different patterns and hatch styles. Un-
fortunately, none of these are standardized, and any useof them could make an
application program difficult to transport to another GKS implementation. GKS-
EZ recommends that only the default pattern and hatch styles be used.

GKS-EZ uses individual attributes only; it never uses bundled attributes. In-
dividual attributes in GKS are much simpler to use and are more forgiving. The
use of bundled attributes results in an extra level of indirectness in the assignment
of attributes, resulting in extremely obscure application programs. In addition, the

' number of attribute bundles available can vary from one GKS implementation to
another, so using them can make a program implementation-dependent.

. Subroutine packages similar to GKS-EZ have been criticized for the small num-
ber of colors that they support. In the first place, GKS-EZ is designed to run on a
wide variety of graphic devices and inexpensive terminals do not usually have that
much flexibility in this area. Secondly, even if they have great flexibility in this
area, that flexibility is wasted when line drawn pictures are produced. A number
of studies have been made which slmw that only a few intensity levels or colors can
be reliably distinguished in line drawn pict.ures. For example, a table is shown in
Human Factors Problems in Computer-Generated Graphic Diaplays [Bar66] which
indicates that, with 95 percent accuracy, most. people can distinguish only 4 differ-
ent intensity levels and 11 different colors. In addition, to get results as high as 4
and 11, the intensity levels and colors must be chosen very carefully. A similar table
in the article "The art of natural graphic man-machine conversation" [Fo174] gives
even smaller numbers for easily distinguished attributes (2 intensity levels and 6

" colors). However, it must be pointed out that the above conclusions only apply to
graphic devices used to display line drawn pictures, When photographic-like images

' are produced, a large number of intensity levels and colors are required. This type
of image can be produced in GKS using the cell array primitive. However, these

. programs are very device-dependent; the limits of the colors that can be produced,
as well as the pixel size of the screen, must be taken into consideration. Programs
that produce these kinds of pictures will have to be written in GKS itself. However,
the real reason GKS-EZ only supports these few colors is that the structure of GKS
makes any more general specification both device and implementation dependent.
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Figure 2.4. Coordinate systems and transformations
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The def_lllts for these attributes are set when subroutine GZOPWKis c_._,lled,lind
it in turn h,_usto call subroutine GOPKSto initialize GKS.

Subroutine GSPKID is a native GI(S subroutine.

2.4. Transformation Functions

Tlie tr_..ulsforniation from the world coordina, te system of the user to tlm de-
vice coordina.tcs of the w(>,'kstatiorl is handle(t in two steps. Tile first step, the
norma,lization tr_msforma, tion, is _ mn,l>ping from the world coordinl.d,e systmn to
normalized device coordinates, The second step, the workst_d, ion transforin;d, ion,
tralisforms from norma,liz(.:d dc,vice coordinates to device co¢>rdin_._t(-.'s,Ea,(:ti of these

tr_msforma, tions is Sl)eCificd t_ygiving _trectmlgul_r window iii tlv.', source coordilla,te
systeln _md _t rcctangul;u' vicwport ill the t_,rgct coordin;:d,e =eyst(::rn, Ttm window
_md viewport of the workstation t,r_L11sform_tio_lmust have tlle s_,.me nspect r_Ltio,
These concepts are illustr_tted ii1 Figure (2,4), The useful liInits of n(,rinalizcd de-
vice co(>rdi11_t,es_.re from 0,0 to 1.0 in botli x and y, 'I'll_-',upp(_.r limits of t}m device

coordinates may }:>eobtained with sul)ro_ltin(_' GZQDSP.That s_lbrc>uti_ie is described
in tile sec.tion on i_lquiry functions,

OI{S-EZ _dlows ,_s(:'I:_;.u'ateworksta, ti(m tra.nsform_tio_l for ca,eli w(>rkst,_ttion a,_ld
a mlmbcr of n()rnl_,lization tr_nsfor_na.tio_ts l,ll_tt is (.t(:'tcrn_incd t>y t,ll(:.'OI(S imI>lc-
me_t_tlon is use, GKS--EZ supplies _:_,s_ll_ro_ltin(_,GZQMNT,which returns the _ll_(_:_:
of norrn;-diz,_tion transfornl__ttions float are, _._vailal)le. GZQHNTis de,_cribed i_itlie ,,;(x:.-

tio_l on inq_liry fi_cticms, The ))(",st I_r_t(:ticc' is to dcf:.i_w,ali of tlm _c.,rnializn.tiori
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Figure 2.5. How sc_dlng affects text

transformations and the workstation t,'_msfornlation in the beginning berl)re any
grN)liic primitives a.re sent to the workstation. On some devices, for some imple-
mentations, changing a transform',.ttion will change the gra,I3hic primitives th_-_twere
defined under that transformation.

The windows and viewports are given by real arrays of dimension (2,2). For
example, the array defining the window for the norma,liz_._tion tran.sformation is
given by

. WNtr= WNNr(2,1) WNtr(2,2) = x,,,0. '

The default normalization tra,nsforma, tions m'e defincd by a window in the world
coordin_te system ,,.:,resisting of a mftf squm'e, th_tt is, a, squa,re wiU1 both x and
_/ r_mging ft'ore 0.0 to 1.0_ and a viewport in normalized d('vice coordinates also
consisting of a. unit square. In GKS-EZ, ftl(', default normalization transformation

is transformation nlmfl.)er 1. Tlm default workstation transformation is defined by n
window in norma.lizcd device coordina,tcs consisting of a unit sqllare _.mda viewport
consisting of a maximal square in the lower h'ft of tlm device coor(lilt_tte system;
ttla.t is, a squa.re with x a.nd y ranging ft'ore 0,0 to MIN(XDCMAX,YDCNAX).

_ihere is however a. m_Ljor problem witl_ the dta,wing of stroke precision text
whcr_ the user modifies t,tlcSe tra, nsf()rm_.ttions. ']?h¢_i.)robler_l applies to stroke prcci-
sioll text produced by subrout, in(, GTXa.nd to ali text prodll(:ed by subroutine (:,ZET.
If Ule sc_.ding, that is, the nunlber of units in ghc world coordinate system per meter
in d_v_co coordinates is not the same in x and y, tlmu U_.etext will be distorted _

illustra, ted in Figure, (2.5). This distorted text, is almost never what the user foully
. wa,nts. Ncw, rtheless, it is the _ ', users responsibility to assur(-" that the scaling in x

and y is the stone in both directions when text mat('ria,1 is i)roduced. Since GKS
, constrains the workstation transforma.tion to haw; e'c.tu,d"asi)ect ra_ios_ in its win-

: dow a,nd vicwport, equal scaling in x and y is ass_red if the window arid viewport
_f the normalization transforn_at, ion have equal astmct ratios. B .(.,ms(-_GKS may

" upgrade the precision of any text to stroke precision, this problem m_st alw_tys bc
considered. If the default transformations are used, the text will bc undistorWd.
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2.4.1. Subroutine GZSNT: Set Normalization Transformation

' " This subroutine may be used to define the window and viewport of a normal-

ization transformation. The normalization transformation maps from world coor-
dinates to normalized device coordinates.

Tile calling sequence is:
CALL GZSNT (TNR,WNNT,VPNT)

The input parameters are:

TNh An integer giving the number of the normalization transformation to

be changed.

WN_T A real array of dimension (2,2) that contains the window of the nor-
realization transformation in world coordinates.

VPNT A real array of dimension (2,2) that contains the viewport of the nor-
malization transformation in normaiized device coordinates.

2.4.2. Subroutine GZSWT: Set Workstation Transformation

This subroutine may be used to define tile window and viewport of the worksta-

tion transformation. The workstation transflJrmation maps from normalized device

coordinates to device coordinates. The window and viewport of this transformation

must have the same aspect ratio.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GZSWT (WKID,WNWT,VPWT)

The input parameters are:

WEID An integer giving the workstation :identifier.

WNWT A real arra, y of dimension (2,2) that contains the window of the work-
sta, tion transfl_rma, tion in normalized ([evice coordina, tes.

VPWT A real array of dimension (2,2} th:.::_,tcontains the vicwport of the work-
station transformation in device coordinate:_.

2.4.3. Subroutine GSELNT" Select, Normaliza.tioa Transformation

Th:is subroutine ma,," be used to solect a normalization transf,,)rmation. S,tbse-

q',_ently generated graphic primitive:_ are tra,nsformed, by this tra.nsf(_rma, tic, n ,lIttil
anoe.her transf.,._rrna.tiorL is solectod.

T he a.tllrlp...;_eqllence is:
CALL GSELNT(TNR)

The input parameter is:

TNR A r:_integer giving the nurnl:)er of rho normalization transformation be-

ing sclec t,'d.
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2.4.4. GKS Implementation

The first two GKS-EZ subroutines are quite simple; they just call the pair

of GKS subroutines that supply the window and viewport of the transformation

separately. In the case of the normalization transformation, GKS-EZ only uses

normalization transformation 1 through MAXTNRwhere NAXTNtt.is returned by sub-
routine GZQMNT.There is a normalization transformation with a number of 0 but

• that transformation cannot be changed.
Subroutine GSELNT is a native GKS subroutine.

2.5. Segment Functions

Three subroutines may be used to create and manipulate segments in GKS-
EZ. These operations areusually only necessary when interactive workstations are

being used. Using these subroutines, an application program may collect groups of

output primitives together into segments. These segments are written to all active

workstations. They may then be manipulated in a number of waysl the visibility,

highlighting, or pick detectability may be changed, and the segment itself may be
deleted.

It is invalid to try to create a new segment before a previous segment has been
closed.

2.5.1. Subroutine GCRSG: Create Segment

This subroutine may be used to begin a segment. All subsequent output prim-

itives until the segment is closed will belong to that segment.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GCRSC (SGNA)

The input parameter is:

SGNA An integer giving the identification of the segment being created. This

identification must be different from an}' other existing segment.

2.5.2. Subroutine GCLSG: Close Segment

This subroutine may be used to close the current segment. Any subsequent
output primitives will not belong to any segment.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GCLSG

This subroutine does not have any parameters.

2.5.3. Subroutine GZMNSG"Manipulate Segment

This subroutine ma}' be used to manipulate a segment. Multiple operations
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may be performed on a segment with a single call to this subroutine. For example,

visibility, highlighting, and detectability, cazl all be changed with a single statement.

The calling sequence is:

CALL GZMNSG (OPTN,SGNA)

The input parameters are:

OPTN A character string which may contain any of the following items'

VISI or INVIS: These items can modify the visibility of the

segment.
N01_AL or HILITE: These items can modify the highlighting of

the segment. Highlighting is an implementation-dependent
function.

UNDET or DETEC: These items can modify tile pick detectability

of the segment.

DELETE: This item indicates that the segment is to be deleted.

SGNA An integer giving the identification of the segment being modified.

The default attributes, when a segment is initially' created, are VISI, NORMAL,
and UNDET.

2.5.4. GKS Implemerltation

Subroutines GCRSG and GCLSG are native GKS sul)routines.

Subroutine GZMNSGworks by scanning the character string and determining the

properties to be changed. The proper GKS subroutines are then called to set the

attributes or delete the segment..

2.6. Input Functions

The subroutines in this section are only needed wtmn interactive apl)licati(m

programs are being prepared, rh, se sul)routines use the interactive control mlits
on the workstation to synchronize the operator actions with the program. \Vhen

one of these subroutines is called, the progranl will halt ap,(l go into a wait state 11.ntil

the operator responds. The operator may cit.her supply the r(:qltested irfformation
or abort the request.

: GES ltsually guarantees that an interactive workstati(m tins at least one coxttrol
unit of each type. If the workstation does not have a, physical int)ut dcvic(_ of tlm

o reqllired type, GKS will uslmlly simulate it, and that sim_llation will I)¢,workstat ioxl-

dependent. GKS-EZ strongly recomnlends that only ccmtrol u11it 1 be its _l. If the=

control unit is real, the number available is device-dct)_,ll(i_nt; if it is sii_l_llat_'(1, the

- number is implementation-deI)endent. Ther_'fore, any _ise of c(mtrol unit numbers

larger than 1 can result in non-transt)ortable application programs.
Each of the subrolltines described in this section retllrns an integer statlls _alu _.

=e

=
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2.6.1. Subroutine GRQLC: Request Loeator

This subroutine may be u.,sed to request interaction with the locator control unit.

The subroutine will return the x and y coordinates of a point in the world coordinate

. system, using the current normalization and workstation transformations.

The calling sequence is:
' CALL GRQLC (WKID,LCDNR,STAT, TNI%,PX, PY)

The input parameters are:
WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.

LCDNR An integer giving the locator device number.

The output parameters are:

STAT An integer giving the status of the request. This will be 0 (GNONE)

if the operator declined to supply a locator position and 1 (GOK) ira

locator position is available.

TRR An integer giving the normalization transformation number.
PX A real value that gives the x coordinate of the locator position in world

coordinates.

PY A real value that gives the y coordinate of the locator position in world
coordinates.

2.6.2. Subroutine GRQSK: Request Stroke

This subroutine may be used to request interaction with the stroke control

unit. The subroutine will return the x and y coordinates of a sequence of points

in the world coordinate system, using the current norn,alization mid workstatior,
transformations.

Tile calling sequence is:
CALL GRQSK(WKID,SKDNK,N,STAT,TNR,NP,PXA,PYA)

Ttie input parameters are:

" WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.

SKDNR An integer giving the stroke device number.

N An integer giving the maximum number of points that can be accepted.
The output parameters are:

STAT An integer giving the status of the request. This will be 0 (GNONE)

if the operator declined to supply a stroke and 1 (GOK) if a stroke is
• available.

TNR An integer giving the normalization transformation number.

l_P An integer giving the number of points actually returned.

PXA A real array that gives tile x coordinates of the points in tile stroke in
world coordinates.

_ PYA A real array that gives the y coordinates of the points in the stroke in

world coordinates.
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2.6.3. Subroutine Gk?VL: Request, Valuator

This subroutine may be used to request interaction with the wduator control
unit. The subroutine will return a number corresponding to the setting of the
valuator, The range of values 'that may be returned is workstation-dependent.

The calling sequence is:
CALL G_QVL(WK_D,VLDN_,STAT,VAL)

The input parameters are:
WK:I:D An integer giving the workstation identifier.
VLDRR An integer giving the w_,luator device number,

The output parameters are:
STAT An integer giving the status of the request. This will be 0 (GN01_E) if the

operator declined to supply a valuator value and 1 (GOK) if a valuator
value is available,

VAL A real value that gives the value of the va.luator.

2.6.4. Subroutine GP,0CH'Request Choice

This subroutine may be used to request interaction with the choice cont,rol unit.
The subroutine will return a non-negative integer to represent the choice that was
made. The range of values that can be returned is workstation-dependent and
implementation-dependent.

The calling sequence is:
CALL aP,QCH(WRID, CHDIqI_, STAT, CHRR)

'rbe input t_aIametcIs are:
WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.
CHDNR An integer giving the choice device numl>c'r.

h( o_tput parameters are:
STAT An integer giving the status of the r(,quest,. This will be 0 (GN01gE) if the

operat()r declined to supply a choi(:_,nmnb(:r, 1 (GOK)if a choi(:e numb(,r
is available, and 2 (GNCHOI) if n(> choice coni, rol ,mit is availal)l(i;.

CHNR An integer giving tile choice mmfl_('r.

2.6.5. Sllbrolltim: GRQPK:Ilequest, Pick

This subrout, ine may t)e used to request i11t,(u'a(,t:io:lwith t,t:c, pick c:mtrol unit,
The subroutine will return the identification of ttl¢, sc:glll_'nt,and th:" i:h'll(,ificati()n
of the grapl:ic primitive within the segment.

_Ih(, calling sequence is:
CALL GRQPK(WK]'D,PKDNR,STAT, SGNA,PK]:D)
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The input p.rameters are:
WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier,

PKDNR An integer giving the pick device nmnber,

, The output pararneters are:
ST/IT An integer giving the status of the request, This will be 0 (GNONE)if

the operator declined to supply a pick value, 1 (GOK)if a pick wdue is
' available, and 2 (GNPICK) if no pick control unit is available.

SGN/I An integer giving the segment name of the selected item,
PKID An integer giving the pick identification of the selected item.

2.6.6. Subroutine GRQST'.Request String

This subroutine ma,y be used to request interaction with the string control unit.
The subroutine will return a string of characters.

The calling sequence is:
J J ,l "_ )C/ILL GROST(WKIDSTDNR ST/IT LOSTR,STR.

The input parameters are:
WKID An integer giving the workstation identifier.
STDNR An integer giving t,he string device number.

The output parameters are:
, ST/IT An integro giving the status of the request. This will be 0 (GNONE)

if the operator declined to supI)ly a. string and 1 (GOK) if a string is
available.

1,0STR An integer giving the number of characters returned,
STR A character string that contains the string being supplied.

2.6.7. GKS Implementation

Ali of these subroutines are native GKS subroutines,
The GKS-EZ subroutine GZ0PWKinitializes ali INPUT or OUTIN workstations

to request mode with the default echo turned on. GKS-EZ suggests the use of the
request mode for interaction because it is the simplest of the three a,vailaMe modes.
In addition, the sample and evcrlt forms of input do not become available tmtil tlm
input level of GKS is raised to its maxinmm value. GKS-EZ als() suggests that the

. user accept the deNult prompt, echo type, and echo area of the underlying GKS in
use. Changing these vahms can introduce device or implelnentation dependencies.

2.7. Inquiry Functions

GKS-EZ provides two inquiry functions. They are useful when normalization
or workstations transformations nmst be manipulated.
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2.7.1. Subroutine _ZQMNT:Inquire Number of Normaliz_t, ion Trm:lsformat, i(nls

This subroutine ma,y be used to o)t, mn tlle num))er of norma, lization (,ra,nsfof
" mat, ions that _re a,wdlable, This inform_t, ion in necessary when the normalization

transformation is t,o be manipula.te.d.

The calling sequence is',
CALL GZQMNT(MAXTNR)

The out,put parameter is:
MAXTNRAn integer giving the maximum normalization transformation nunlber,

2.7.2. Subroutine GZODSP:Inquire Display Space Size

This subroutine may be used to obtain the extent of device coordinates for
a specific type of workstation. This informat, ion is neces,.ary-_sii' the worksta, t,ion
transformation in to be manipulated.

The calling sequence is:
, CALL GZQDSP(WTYPE,DCUNIT,XDCMAX,YDCMAX)

The input pa,ra.meter is:
WTYPE An inr,egcr giving the workstation t,ype. This is t,he same value t,hat

was supplie.d f,o subroutine GZOPWK.
TI_ out,i)ut p_ra,rneters are:

DCUNIT An integer giving t,he <:oordinate unit, s being reported, The value will
b,, 0 (GMETI_E)if the units m'e in meta,rs and I (GOTHU)if some ot,her
measure is be,ing used,

XDCMAX A r(.'al wdue t,hat gives t,he ma,ximum x coor(linat, e iIt device ('oor(li-
II (:l,t C S,

YDCMAXA rea,l valu_ t,hat gives t,he maxinmm '!jcoor(lillat_ in (hwi(',_:c(_rrlinat_,s.

2.7,3. GKS InlI_h'nl(_ntati(m

: Tlmse subrout, ine.s are really w:ry st,raiglr(,f(>rwm'd. Th_:_yshnl_ly call GI<S s_lt,-
rol_t,in_s and (li,_card some of the unn(".cessary i_fforma,i,ion s_q',l)li_d I_y t,h(._s_,,s_tl>-
rout, ilies,

GI(S supplies a very large mm_bm' of in(pfiry :_l,rol_t,i_l_,S. I-t(_w_,wu',n_()st (_f
t,l_e's¢.'are redm_(lant, for simI>le alJI, licat, i(ms l>_,(:_,_ls(,t,ll(,y _fitl_er ret_rn l>rogrmn
states that tl_c user l_a,sin'evi(>ltsly set., or t,l,'y r_:i,_l'n _l('vi(._.-d_.1)'' , _'_(l_',n(, i_ff_rn_ati(n_
that most programs should avoid.

,1 ' ,_ _1 IIF ,, ,lr ,, _...... • ........



, Chapter 3

The Extended Character Set
¢

This section defines ali of the characters that may be produced by sub,'outine

GZET. The characters consist of the upper and lower case Roman, Greek, Cyrillic,

and Hebrew alphabets, the numerals, and a great variety of special characters. In

addition, a flexible position and size control scheme, including subscripting and

superscripting, is provided. The extended character set may be produced in any

of three fonts. Two of these fonts, the simplex and duplex fonts, are drawn widl

polylines while the third, the solid font, is drawn with fill a,'eas. The simplex font
minimizes the number of strokes in the character, while the duplex font produces

characters that have the appearance of typeset characters. The solid font can be

useful when large lettering is required. The ft til extended character set, is described

in the following table. The table gives tlm primary and secondary character followed

by its description. The symbol "u" stands ft.' a blank,

The Upper Case Ro,nan Ali)ha,bet:

Au Upper case Roman A

' Bu Upper case I]oman B

Cu Upper case Roman C

Do UHmr case 1-tonlan D

Eu Upper case Roman E

Fu Upper case 1R.omarl P

Gu Upper case Romml G

Hu Upper case Roman H

Iu Upper case Roman I

3u Upi)er case R.(.unan J

gu Upper case Roman I{

Lu Ui)p_,r (:ase Roman L

Mu Uppc.r case Ilonmn M

Nu Upper case Roman N

Su Uppe.r case Roin_ul ()

• Pu Ut)per caso Roman P

[_u Upper (:ase Roman Q

Ru Upper c.ase Roman R

su Ui>pcr case Roman S

Tu UH)er case Roman II'

Uu Upper case R,on.m,ll U

Vu Upper case Roman V

29
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Wu Upper case Romml W
Xtj Upper case R,onmrl X
Yu U1)per ca,se itomml Y
ZL, Upper (:,ase II,omml Z

Tlle Lower Cam_ Ilom_m Alphal)et:
hL Lower case Roman A
BL Lower ('ase Roman B
CL Lower case Roman C
DI. Lower case Ro,nrel D
EL Lower case Roman E
FL Lower case Roman F
GL Lower case Iloman G
HL Lowc,' case It,omal_ H
I L Lower case R,omm_ I
JL Lower (:ase Roman J
KL Lower case Roman K
LL Lower case Roman L
ML Lower c,ase Roman M
NL Lower case Itoma.n N
0L Low(:,,'case R.(mlml ()
PL Lower case R.()ma.n P

QL Lower (:ase R(),n,mQ
hL L()wer case II,(mlan 1{,
SL Lower case Roman S
TL L()wer ca,se Romml T
UL Lower case tloman U
VL Lower case R(m_an V
WL L()wcr case Romm_ W
XL Lower case Ronlan X
YI., Lower case Ronla.rl Y
ZL Lower (:ase It.()ma,n Z

lJI)t)(u' Case Allxilia.ry Rc,man Chara,(:t(,rs:
:t0 Ui)i)er case La,tin _tnd S('.andinavia,n lig_d,ur(._ AI?.,
DO Upper case h'.da,lJdic Eth
LO Ul)l)cr case P()lisll supI)resse(1 L
O0 UI)pcr case Sc_uldinaviml (7)wit,ii slaslt
20 Upper case French ligat_n_(_' (L
TO Upper case Icelandic Thorn

Lowe.r Ca'_e Allxiliary II(_Ina,n Cllarm:ters:
Al Lower ca,_e altcrn_.Lte Roma, n A

11 Lower case Latin and Scan(lilmvinn ligature AN
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Di' Lower case h.',ehuldic E(,h

31 Lower case Roman llga,t,ure FF
4t Low(:r case Romtm ligahu'e FI
51 Lower case Roman ligature FL

' 61 Lower case Roman liga.t,m'e FFI
71 Lower case Roman ligature FFL

, Oi Lower c,ase alternate ii,oman G
II Lower case doI_less II,oman I
Jt Lower case do,less Roman J

Li Lower case Polish suppressed L
0l Lower case Sctmdinavitm O wit,ii slash

21 Lower ca,,_eFrench ligature OE
Sl Lower (:ase German double S
T1 Lower case Icelandic Thorn

The Upper Case Greek Alptmbet:
AF Upper case Greek Alpha
BF Upper case Greek Bet,a
GF Upper c.a._._eGreek Gamma
DF Ut)per c)_se Greek Delta
EF Upper case Gre.ek Epsilon
ZF Upper (,.ase Greel< Zel;a.

E"Ilia' UH)er case Greek ._r,a
' 0F Upper case Greek Tlmt, a

IF U1)l:)er c.a,se.Greek Iot,a,
RF UpI)er case Greek I(aI)pa
LF Upper case. Greek La,ml>ria.
HF Ul)l.)er case Gre.ek Mu
NF UH)er case Clreek Nu
XF UH>er ca,se Greek Xi
OF Ul>l>('.rcase Gr(:ek ()Iificr()n
PF Ul)p(;r (:ase Greek Pi
RF Ui>i>ercase Gr(',ek H.h()
SF' Ul:)l:>ercase Grc(,l< Signla.

"l " t
TF U1)t)er case Gr(,(:.t¢Tllu
UF Ul)l>('.rcase Greek UI)'dh)ll
FF U1)p(:r case Greek Phi

" CF UH:)e.r c.a,seG,'e('kCld
YF Upper c_tse Greek Psi
WF Upp(.'.r(tts_ Greek ()nl(,gn,

The. Lc)wer v,as. G,'e(:k All)llal)et'
AC, L()w(.'r case Gr(:ek All)li,l.
BG Lower ca.s(',Gre('k B(_ta.
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GG Lowcr case Greek Ga,mxmL
DG Lower case Greek D(,lt,a

EG Lower c_me Greek E1Mlon
ZG Lower case Greek Zeta

, 4

HG Lower case Greek Et,a_

QG Lower case Grcc'k "l."hcta
Ia Lower case Greek h:,t,a

Ka Lower case Greek I(N)pa
LG Lower case Greek Lmnbda
MG Low(n' c_:L_eGreek Mu
Na Lower case Gr(,,,k Nu
XG Lower case Greek Xi
O_ Lower case Greek Omicrol_
PG Lower casc Greek Pi
RG Lower ca,se Greek Rho

SG Lower case Greek Sigma
TG 'L()wer case Greek Ta,u
UO Lowm' case Gr(,ek Upsilon
FG Lower case Greek Phi
CG Low(u' ('ase Greek C,hi
Ya Lower case Greek Psi

Wa Lower case Gr(_ck Omega
1G Lower case Gr(_ek Epsilon (vm'lind,)
2G Lower ('ase Greek Thet_t (vm'iant)
3G L()w(n' (',ase Greek Pi (vm'ia.r,t,)
4G Low(,r case Greek R.ho (vm'imlt,)
5G Lower case Gre(,k Sigma (va,rimlt,)
6G Lower oas(.:Greek Phi (varimit,)

Ttw. Upper Case Cyrillic Alt)h_d_et:
AB Upt)cr case Cyrillic Ah
BB U11)¢.I ca,s(:,' Cyrillic Beh

- VB l.Jt)l)cr c.as(.,.Cyrillic Vch
GB Upi)(:r case Cyrillic G(.h
DB Upper case Cyrillic D(_ll
EB Ut:q)er case Cyrillic Yeh

: XB Ui)i)er case Cyrillic Zlwh
ZB Ui)l)(,r cas(_ Cyrillic Zelt

: IB Ui_pcr ('ase Cyrillic Ec
: iB Ui)i)(:,rcase Cyrillic Ec S I(ra,_l:_y

KB UI)t.)(wcase Cyrillic Kah
_- LB Ul)p(.:r case Cyrillic E1

MB Upper (',ttse Cyrillic Em
NB Upper case Cyrillic En
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OB Uplmr case Cyrillic Oh
PB Upp(;r case Cyrillic P(dl
P_B Upper case Cyrillic Err
SB Upper case Cyrillic E_ls
TB Upper case CyIdhc Teh
UB U1)po,r case Cyrillic Ooh

' FB Upper case Cyrillic Ef
HB UPl.)er case Cyrillic Klm
CB Upper case Cyrillic Tseh
2B Upper case Cyrillic Cheh
3B Upper case Cyrillic Shah
4B Upper case, Cyrillic Shchah
QB Upper (:ase Cyrillic Tvyordy Zm_k
YB Upper case Cyrillic Yery
5B Upi:)er case Cyrillic My a,kliki Zna,k
6B Upper case Cyrillic Eh Oborotnoye
WB Upper c.asc Cyrillic Yoo
JB Upper cttse Cyrdhc Ya.h

The Lower C,_ts(..C,yrllhc Alph_:_,b(et;:
, AC Lower case C,yrillic Ah

BC Lower ca,se Cyrillic Beh
' iV¢ .L,owo.r oas(.,.Cyr llic Veh

' Ge Lower case Cyrillic Geh
DC Lower (:ase Cyrillic Deh
EC Lower case Cyrillic. Yeh

| ¢ 0

XC Lower ca.se Cymlhc Zhch
ZC Lower cas(:_Cyrillic Zeh
IC Lower case C,yrllllc g(.'.
10 Lower (:ase Cyrilli('. Ee S Kra.t;k()y
KC I.,ow(,r ('ase C,stllhc I<ah
LC Lc,w('r (,.a,seCyrillic E1
MC I.,ow(_rcn:l(: Cyrillic En1
NC Low(,,' cas_: Cyrillic En
OC Lower (:ase C,yrillic ()lt
PO L()wor ca.s(._Cyrillic F'('II

eRO L()v,,('r oa.s('.Cyriili(' I_,rr
' SO L_)w(w(:as(' Cyrillic Igs,_;

'rc: L()w(,r c._s_,(',yrilli_, _.['_,ll
l ' '(. UC Low(,r ('_Ls('Cyrllh:()(Jll

FC L()w('r cas(_'Cyrillic. Ef
He I,()w(_r ('._ls(,(.',yrilli(: I<ll_.t

t ' ,(CO I.,_)w(irca,se C,yrllh, Tsd.t
2C Lower case Cyrillic Cll<,li
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3C Lower case Cyrillic Shah
4C Lower (:ase Cyrillic Shclla,h
C_C Lower case Cyrillic Tvyordy Znak
YC Lower ca;se Cyrillic Yery
5C Lower case Cyrillic Mya,khki Zn_tk
6C Lower case Cyrillic Eh Ob(:_:rot,rl()ye
WC Lower case Cyrillic Yoo
JC Lower ('ase Cyrillic Yah

The He.brew Alphabet:
AH Hebrew Aleph
SH Hebrew Beth
aH ttebrew Gimel
DH Hebrew Daleth
HH Hebrew He
Ylt Hebre.w Vav

ZH Hebrew Zayin
eH Hebrew Chet_h
OH He,brew Teth
YH Hebrew Yod

KH I:Iebrew KaI.)h
LH Hebrew Lm.ned
NH Hebrew Meta
NH Hebrew Nun
SH tiebrow Sanmt,h

XH Hebrew Ayin
PH tlebrew Pe
EH Hebrew Sadhe

qH Hebrew K01:)h
RH Hebrew R.esh

WIt Hel.)rew Sin/Shin
TH Hebrew Tar

lH Hebrew I(.a4)h (end of word)
2H Hebrew Men (end of word)
3H Hebrew Nun (end of word)
41-1 Hebrew Pe (end of word)
SH Hebrew Sa,dhe (end ()f w()r(l)

T.tle Numera,ls:
0u Numeral 0

: iu Numeral 1

_ 2t._ Nulneral 2
3u Numeral 3
4tj Numeral 4
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5u Numera,1 5
6u Numera,1 6
7u Numera,1 7
8tj Numera,1 8

4

9., NumerM 9

, Comnmn Special Symbols:
tj,, Blank
+u Plus sign
-u Minus sign
*u Asterisk "
/u Sla,sh ma,rk
=tj Equa,1 sign
,u Period

t..l COlIIIII_I,

(ta Le.ft,pm(.nt, h ..ms
)ta Right, pa,renttmsis

Sl:,ecia,1Symbols for Punct, ua,t.ion:
.p Colon
, P Semi-colon
EP Excla,lna, t;ion mark

'UP Question n-la,rig.

' IP Int,errol)mlg
FP Inverted exclama,t,i(m

VP Inverted quesl;i(m
AP Apostrophe,

,,

qp Quot, ation ,na,rks
0P Single h,ft qu(_t,c,
lP Single rigtit quote
2P Doubh: l_'ft qlu_t,_!
3P Do_ll_h' riglfl; q,u)t,e
SP New ,+"t'-,.(.c ,loll

PP New pa,ragraI)h (_r Pilcr()w :dt_;Jl
DP Dagger
RP Doul_le (la,gg,'r

' Additional Sl_ec.ial Sy:lll)c_ls'
DS Dollar sigll

, CS (,¢.ut sign
SS Brit, ish Sterli1_g
YS ,JalmnOse Yon
QS Illtcrlla, t,i(_lmlcllrrcilc.y ,_),lll},(_l
+S Ampor_aml¢l
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PS Pound sign

AS A_!:sign

OS Copyright

GS Registered

OS Percent sign

IS Per thousand sign
VS Vertical line

IS B_oken vertical line

WS Double vertical line

US Ur.tderline

gS Not _,i_'u

/S B_,ckwards slash

(S Le[t bracket

)S Right bracket
LS Left brace

RS Right brace

BS Left angle bracket

ES Ri.gh_; angle bracket
XS Accemt mark

TS Caret: mark

Mathematical Special Symbols"

.M Dot l_roduct

XM Cross: product

/M Divis)t_n sign

PM Gzoup plus

*M Group multiply
+M Phls or minus

-M Mim, s or plus
AM And

VM Or

IJM Therefore

- WM Since

LM Less than

GM Grea,ter than

: MM Less than or equal

- ttM Gre,ater than or equal
: aM Much Iess than

,_M Much greater than

_M Not equal_

-- =M Identically equM

" KM Appro×imately equal

- CM Congrtlent to
SM Sirnila.v to

_=_
_=

_!
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FM Approximate

Proportionalto
TM Perpendicularto
2M Surd

DM Degrees

IN Integral sign

• JM Line integral
"fM Partial derivative

ZM Del

(M Left floor bracket

)M Right floor bracket

BM Left ceiling bracket

EM Right ceiling bracket
0M Infinity

Set Theoretic Special Symbols:

ET Existential quantifier

AT Universal quantifier

MT Membership symbol

NT Membership negation
IT Intersection

UT Union

LT Contained in

GT Contains

KT Contained in or equals

FT Contains or equals

Physics Special Symbols:
HK H-bar

LK Lambda- bar

Astronomical Special Syrnl_o[s:
HA Sun

MA Mercury
VA Venus

EA Earth

_A Mars

JA Jupiter
SA Saturn

UA Uraaus

gA Nept unc
PA Pluto

OA Moon

CA Comet

J

g
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*A Star

XA Ascending node

YA Descending node

KA Conjunction

QA Quadrature

TA OpposiLion
OA Aries

:tA Taurus

2A Gemini

3A Cancer

4A Leo

5A Virgo
6A Libra

7A Scorpius

8A Sagittarius

9A Capricornus

AA Aquarius
BA Pisces

Drawing Symbols, Arrows, and Pointers:
OW Underscore

1W Midscore

2W Overscore

UW Up arrow
DW Down arrow

LW Left arrow

KW Right arrow

BW Left/right arrow

Diacritical Marks:

GD Grave accent

: AD Acute accent

HD Hat or circumflex

TD Tilde or squiggle
HD Macron or bar

BD Breve accent

DD Dot accent

UD Umlaut or dieresis

Pd:) Ring or circle
VD Caron, hacek, or check

LD Long Hungarian umlaut
WD Over arrow

CD Cedilla accent

-D Under bar

-

=

_
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.D Under dot

,D Under dots
PD Prime

Horizontal and Vertical lVlovement Control:

u U Null
' 0U Backwards blank

:tU Half blank
2U Half backwards blank
3U Third blank
4U Third backwards blank
5U Sixth blank
6U .Sixth backwards blank

lV Half up movement
2V Half down movement

3V Third up movement
4V Third down movement

5V Sixth tlp movement
6V Sixth clown movement

Subscript and Superscript Control:
OX Enter subscript mode
:rx Leave subscript mode
2X Enter superscript mode
3X Leave superscript mode

Character Size Control:

oY Increase size by one-half
:t¥ Decrease size by one-third
2Y Increase size by one-third
3Y Decrease size by one-fourth
4Y Increase size by one-sixth
5Y Decrease size by one-seventh

Position Control:
0Z Put current state in first save area

• :tZ Restore state from first save area
2Z Put current state in second save area
3Z Restore state from second save area
4Z Put current state in third save area
5Z Restore state from third save area
6Z Put current state in fourth save area
7Z Restore state from fourth save area
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ABCDEF GHIJ KLblNO PQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdeP _lhi ]k I mnopqrs t uvw xyz

£ D L0CEP ae 5FF'RFI._ FFI.g1]{oeB b

ABF AEZH81KAMN- 0TTPT,TT@X ¢zO

(x6_Sg_ecKX/JU_OTTpOTUCX_CO S@_0f_o

ABBP/_lE>K3 lAI;1KJ-IMm0FIPc-r y cbx LIqWLLIl_Blb3 t0ft

a6sr 3 1491KammonpcT y qDX Llqlll[kl 1_blS3 I0 Yl

nlJ 3b9 qo]4x
0123456789 +-,/=,,[]

'^
-- -- # [][1o ° -o<><><<>>*=--'~ _cc-1-o 8V o_

3Ve_nuc_c_ fl_

Figure 3.][.The simplexfontoftilee×tendedcharactersel;

In additionto theprimaryand seco:ocl_trycharacterpairsshown a])ove_ most
of t}_eprir_ta},lecharactersin the ASCII charactersetas describedinAv'_crican
National Stnndard for Information 5"!/,_tem,_.'Coded Character Set,s, 7-bit American
No,tiu_sal Stand(LTd Code for Information l:nterchange (7-bit ASCII)[ANSSG] will t)e
t-,roduced with a sec_mdary character of Mank. Thus, ii' the primary character is a
lower case Roman letter and the secondary character is a blank, then the proper
ct_aracter will "beproduced. The user, tmwever, is encouraged to use the cl_ara.cter
pairs given i_ tlm above tables. Tl_c use of these character pairs will enhance the
t)ortability ¢_fthe application prograi_ to _mn-ASCII computers.

The underscore, midscore_ an(t ov_,rscore characters in the above table have m.,_ne
special properties. The purpose of these characters is to allow the programmer to
draw lines under or over a line of t_',xt. Two consecutive up, derscore characters,

f,,_rexample, will join together into a single li_m (this is not true of the underline
charact, er). Thus the programmer, with some difficulty, can generate su,eh things as

:_ fracticms. The overscore will also join proI)erly with _tm surd character to form at

'"'"'"_lI"l"ll '11 'lllJ'"'_ll ' ',tl .... _u,'_' ",)]ll'rllll '''_r''',u .... ii 'I1"' _,,"
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11 ....ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSI 3VWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

LE9 L_ (gD ota6 fffiflff_fttgl]I__ Zb

ABFAEZH ®IKAMN E 0 HP ETT cpX'_'Q

cxtqy6e¢__tcXffw_orrpG'rvCxqpco e0mQ_9

ABBF_EY_C3I4_ Kn MH0liP CTY¢ XI4LII_IIlIJ,%BIB9 tOk't

a 6 BPA eyg;a z ;viI_ I:[ M H O n p c Wy _ XL_*gmm;% BIBD lO ,_I

0123456789 +--'_/=., ()

'; !?¢i;-,"'"""§'_I:I: $¢_:¥_&#@®®Z_ooJlJl_--,\[]I/()"
.×. •...<>s>_<<> l,/of.CavhJFloo
3V<_nUCDCD b_R

"- 1",l,<---+<->

Figure 3,2. The duplex fo_H, of the extended chara.cf, cr set

fiji ra(lical sign,

Tlm diacritical ma.rks ma,y be us(,d i_nmediately following any drawn character

or a full sized blank. When this is doom, the n_ark will attach itself to the preceding

character mid will be c('ntcred o_ tlint ct_aracter, The prime mark is different titan

tlm others..Tl_e prime is normally used as a, s_u)c.rscript on another symbol, More

than one prime Irla.y be used in a superscript and the sprtci_g will be appropriately

close, ttowevr:r, this may mean tt_at a partial si)acc will t_ave to be inserted if

sori_ething follows a prime.

• After a character is drawn, it is always followed by a short blank space before'

the next ct_aractcr is drawn. When tlm character is a full blank, it, produces a

space representing tlm blank and then tlm bla_k si)ace that follows all characters,

: The fractional blanks refer only to tlm Sl)aCC that represents the space itself. Tt_e

backwards blanks cayuse exactly enmtgh movement to eli_nim._tc the space represm_t-

ing the blank mtd its followi_g space. Thus, a "third blank" followed by a "third

backwards blank" will exactly car, cd eacl: ottler.
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ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdef ghijklmnop qr st uvwxyz

/EBLOtZh a2e6fffifll_fflgIjt_eBb
ABFAEZH81KAHN- OgP:;:TT{X.fl

ABBFZI,E_ 3lA171Kfl MH0FiPCTY* XU4[tl_5bib 310FI

a 6 BF,a,e_ 314_ I{flM H0np cTy _ XU,HlZl_bl b3 I_ft

2ATn]rnB"]: _qaBMaXp] n -lBl'iX
0123456789 +-,/=.,()

•;!? '"
•

-- l"$e-_e ' '"~-"'"°""_' l =--=-

F;gtlre 3.3. The solid font of the e×tended character set

Tlm exteilcled character generators usually produce characters of differing
widt,l_s; tires the upper case letter "M" is about twice as wide as the upper case
"I", and most lower ca,se letters are about three-fourths as wide as most upper case
letters. This rcs t_lts in a more ph:'asing appearance, but. also) cm_ses some problems.
If, for examp]e, a letter is to carry bot,h a. superscript, a_d subscript, somet, hing
e(_uivalent, to a backspace would be necessary, b_t; the amo_mt backsi)aced wo_ld
depend on the characters in the s_tperscript (or subscript). To overcorne this prob-

: h:,,_n,a group of position control charact¢_rs have been introduced which cause the
stroke generator to s_t.veits current posi{,io_ and state. Anot.her control character

in a l_,t,er part of the string can cm_se the earlier state of tire st,roke generator to })c
restored, There are four independent save-restore control cl_ara,cf,er pairs ava.ilal4e.
The scope of these save-restore t)airs is a single call to subrouti_m GZET. That. is,

" you cannot save .a i_c,sit.ion irl one call t._)GZET and tr), to use it, in a ]_tter call. If
you try to **sea position without saving it, in an earlier part of the striI',g, you will
obtain the position of the beginning of tL,: string.
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DO,-er"(1525): rr-3/s
i

DLi r're (1535): rr-s*/
Darer (1525), rr=3'/8

PRIMARY...DUURER [t525). P=33t1640/4t48
SECONDARY... LDLLL P G VY UVY UYV

/X2+ y2 t/Xe+ye VX2+y2
PRIMARY...20222215X223+Y22

SECONDARY,..MZWWWVZY X X X

]?igure 3.4. Exarlll)les of the simplex, duplex, and solid fonts

The extended cha.ractc'r se_ in tlm simplex font is shown in Figure (3.'1), the

duplex font is shown in Figure (3.2), and Figure (a.3)shows the solid font, The
order of [he characters in the figures is the same a,_ in tlm preceding t,a,blc'. The

w • inwdid (:hl.tr_tctercba,ratter iri tlm lower right of t,l._esefigures is pro(breed h(:.n an

pair is slac _fied. ']'tlc average nlmlber of polyline end i)oints per cba,ra,tier in tlm
: sinlplcx font is 7,8 mid the maxirmnn rmmber is 21 (tlm lower case Roman G and the

lower case liga,t_u'e AE), The average nmnbc," of polyline end points per cliaract, er
irt the dupl,:x font is 22.4 and tlm m_:txirmun number is 62 (the upper case CyrilIic
Zlleh). The a.v(,rage mmfl._er of fill are_:_vertex points per character in the solid
font is 23,6 and the maximurn numbe.r is 94 (tl./(,, ascending and descending ,lode

syml)ols).

, Many of the c]la,ractcrs in the duplex font were designed by A, V, ttershey mid
are described by him in Catliflra,phy for Compuier,q [tier67].

A large n1_niber of interesting constructions are po,_sit.4e wit,h these cllara,ct,er
generators, Some examples are s;tlowIt in Figure (3.4), Ii_'pr()dlu:i_lg that figure, the
prima,ry and secondary characters were drawn with the siinplex font iri tll_.,,rnono-

. r espaced mode. I'h. other parts of tlm figure were d_me witlt tile simplex, (ltlplex, or
solid fonts iii th.c proI-)ortion_:dly spa,ccd nl(x:h.'.
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3.1. Special Text Functions

This section describes a. subrol,tinc t,h_l.t gives t,ll_' us(_r c()llt,rol (_v(_,rtile (nttt)ttt

of t,lle character generator, Using tiffs subrouti,le, it, is i)(m:_il)lc f(_r th(_ usm', f(n,

(:xm_lple, to produce projective tra, nsi'()rmati()ns of tlic (-ll_w_('t,,_rs,

3.1.1. Subroutine GZETS: Extended Text D_ta

This subroutine may l.)c used to proc(_,ss [_ string of ('hm'a('tcrs iii _l, rammer

si_nilm' to _he way GZET does, Howcw:r, instead of sending t;llc d_m_, dir_!('.tly to the
workstation, t;his subroutine calls a user supplied sul)routlne with the_ (lata, Tll_t

subroutine, can do anythhlg it wants 'witlt the data.

The calling sequence is:
CALL GZETS(SUBR,PX,PY,PCHARS,SCHAES)

TA(' input p_rametcrs are:

SUBR An external variaMe specifying tim subrouti.n(-: to whicll the c(.mll.mtc'd
polylines or fill areas will b(: sent, The (.:Mling SC(lUCnce of the sul)rou-
tine is the same as subroutine GPL ro.vi GFA.

PX A real value tlla, t; gives the x coordinat, c of tile' locat, ioll point of the
character s_ring in worhl coordinates,

)'PY A real array tl_at gives t,ll(., y c,()ordinat(_' (_f the h)('ation I)( Inr ()f tllc
character string in world co()rdillates,

PCHARS A chm'a,(:ter string containing the primary ct_m'_mters,

SCHARS A clmractcr string cont_dning the secondary ('llara,(:t(n's,

3.1.2. GKS Implementation

' r w

Sul.)routllm GZETS is very silnilar to roll)routine, GZET. I'.ll(, 1)asi(: diffcr(:n('(' is t,h_Lt

GZETS is siml)ler because ii. does not have to save mid rest()r(_ tlm ('.m'r(_'llt st_Ltc ()f

tA(, polylinc or fill area primitiw, s; in t,ltis oas(: that pr()l)lem is u I) t,o t,he usrr,



' Chapter 4

, The GKS Subroutines and Enumeration Types

Both individtm.ls mM l)z'ojox:ts may outgrow GI<S.-EZ, This chnt)ter C(,ntaizlH
list of _dl of the GKS subroutine, s mid emlnwrai;ion types tha,t are dt,fim'.d for

FORTRAN-77, By referring to these lists, the user shouM be altie t,o g<;t seine idett
of the f_w,ilit,ies of GKS tha.t sz':' nc_t,SUplmrted in GKS-EZ,

4.1. The GKS Subroutines

'.'['he following list co_:t_dns the stfl.,'outin¢, nmn(:_,a, sliort (lesc.riI)t,ion of .it;sfiuw,..
rien, mid the l¢:vcl in which it, first N)p(:a,t's, A d(,tl)le, n,st(,risk _fft,er the h,w.,.1

IdC 1_"7indicates tlmt, the subroutine in a us(,r (,,_dl_d,lelmrt of G ,o-.L,,,_,;a single ast;ez....
isk mea,ns t,lmt it, is used intez'nMly in GI<S-EZ, Tlw orgmliza,t, ion 1sd order of
t,lx¢:list, is the smhe as t,he GKS stmida, tris lna.zntMs American National Standard

, ]'or Information S'y,_¢em,,: Computer Graphic,_ .... Graphical Kernel Sy,,tem (GKS)
Fu,nc_,iono,1 Dc,,erit,_,ion [ANS85a] mid American National Standard for Informa-
tion Sy,,tem,,: Computer Gravhic_ - Gra'phical h",Jrv,cl Sy,'_tem (GKS) feOR'_I'I_AN

' Binding [ANSSSb],

Control Functions:

GOPKS ()pen G]{S ................................ (ma) *

GCLKS Cl_)sc (]:I{S ................................ (ma) *
GOPWK Open Work,'-¢taticn, ........................... (ma.) *

GCLWI_ C,lo,,e Workst_Ltiol, ........................... (ma) *
GACWK Activ,d,e Vqorkst,tttioli ......................... (ma) **
GDAWK Dea('tiwtte Workst, ation ....................... (ma) **
GCLRWKClcm' Workstat, ic,n ........................... (tna)**

GRSGWKl-_(_(ll'aWAll Se$/;ux_'tzts(,)xiW()rkstati()zi ............. (la)
GUWK "Ul)d_d,(:W()rk,,_tatioz_ ......................... (ma)
GSDS S(:LDoi'offal St_tt,e ........................... (let) *

GMSG Message .................................. (:l,a)
' (;ESC Esca l)c' ................................... (ma)

• ()_tl)_tt F'un(:t,ions:
GPL Polyline .................................. (ma)**
GPM Polymarlcer . ............................... (rna)**
GTX Text ..................................... (ma)**
GFA Fill Area .................................... (ma)**

45
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', AT,I a,y (Oa)GCA (,(11 . "' , ...............................

GGDP G 1' lD wi l'.;I:_" ii' (m)(:!iI('l'[t IZ(!( fit 11 lilll ,lvt) ................. 8.

O_,t,l:mt,At,t,rib_tt,es',
\,Vorkst,a,tion h'l(h,I,(,ndent Prilifi/,iw_ At,i,ril_lli,c,s:

GSPLI Set, P(,lyliIw hidex ............ (Oa)
Line. Type ( ) 'GSLN Set,' ,............ ma *

GSLWSC Set Lille Widt, tl Scale Fact,or , , , (0a)*

GSPLCI S(.'.tP(_lylinc Color Index ..... (ma)*

GSPMI Set Pc,lymarker Index ..... , , (0a)
' TylGSMK Sot, Marker ,c ........... (ma) *

GSMKSC Set Mm'km' Size Scale Factor , ............ (Oa)*
15 Color Index ................ (ma) *GSPMCI S(',_Po ,rnm'ker -'

GSTXI Scf, Text hldex ........................ (Oa)
GSTXFP Set, Tc'xi, F(mt, and Precision ................ (Oa)*

GSCIIXP Set Charact,('x ExI,aruqi(,n t _(;t,or , .............. (Oa)
GSCHSP Set Cha.ract,(,r Spacing ...................... (Oa)
GSTXCI Set 'l_:_xtColol Index ......................... (ma)*

GSCHH Set (',hara, ct(,r tMght ......................... (ma)*
GSCHUP Set, Chm'act, er Up Vect,_,r , ..................... (ma)*

•' (o)?" lGSTXP Scf .Fcxt Path .............................. a *
GSTXAL S(,t, "l;cxt, Aligmnent .......................... (ma)*
GSFAI Set, Fill An,,a hldex ........................... (Oa)
GSFAIS Set, Fill Area hlt(,ri(,r St,ylr ..................... (ma)*
GSFASI Set Fill Area ,.._t,51(hlclex ...................... (Oa)*
GSFAC,I Set Fill Are_t Color Iild_'x ...................... (ma)*
GSPA Set, Pat, t,el'll Sizu ............................ (Oa)*
GSPARF S(,t P_lt,t('rn Ih%r(,nc.(, P(,illt, .................... (Oa)*

GSASF' Set AsI)r('t Sol'trc_, Fbtgs ....................... (Oa)*
GSPKID Set Pick Id(,ntifler , ........................... (lb)**

GSPLR S(,t Polylin(, Rel,r(;s,'_tat, i(m .................... (:ta)
o GSPMR S¢..t,P()lv,na, rker It(_l)r(_s(,**l,a,ti(,,_ (la)

GSTXR Set. "_' " .......................

" GSFhI;t Set Fill Area I/epr(,S_,l_t_tti(,_ ................... (la)
GSPAR Set I')al,t(,r_ It_present_ti(m .................... (la)
GSCR Sur (.',(,l¢,rIt(:_l)r(_sc_ltaI,i(,_l ...................... (ma)*

GSWN Set Win_low (ma) *
GSVP Set Vi_,Wl,(,rt................................ (ma.)*
GSVPIP Set Vi_'Wl:,(,rt I_ll)_,t,I'ri_,rity .................... (mb)*
GSELNT S_,h'ct Norn,alizali(,,, q'r_t_;._f_)rniati(,_ ............. (ma)**

J
--2
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CJSCLIP S¢:(,ClipI,il_g Ixldicm,or , ....................... (rna)*
Workst, at,i¢,li Tra,nsfcwlna,t,ion:

aSWKWNSet, Work_t;t_[,ton Window ...................... (ilia)*

, GSWKVP Set_ Wm'lcstm,t,ion Vie wpcn't, ..................... (ma)*

Se,gllien|, l;h,twt,lons:
' Segment, Manipulation Ftmct, ion,_:

GCRSG Create Segnwnt; ............................. (:ta)**
GCLSG Close Segment .............................. (la) **
GRENSG R,,,name Segment, ........................... (la)
GDSG I)clct, e Segment, ........................ , , , , (la)*
GDSGWKDeh't,e Seglnent ft'Ohi W¢wkst,a,thn, ............... (I_)
GASGWK A_sociat, e Segnle:nt, with Workstati(m ............ (2a)
GCSGWE (_opy Segment t,o Workst,a,t,ic,u ................. (2a)
GINSG Insert Segmmlt ............................ (2a)

, Segre,mt AttribuWs:
_SSG'I' Set SegIne.nt 'Ih'a.nsfornl_,t;ioll ................... (ta)
GSVIS Set; Visibility , .............................. (:ta.)*
GSHLIT S¢:_;Highlight;ing ............................ (la)*
GSS_P Set Segment, Pri¢_rity ......................... (la)

. GSDTEC Se_ Det,¢'cta]fi'lif,y ............................ (lb)*

Input, Func.t,ions:
•r ,,* 1_ {* )mltia, nz_t,u n of hqmt Devices:

GINLC h litialize Loc.at,c,r , .......... ................. (mb)
GINSK InitiMize Str_,ke ............................. (mb)
GINTL Init, iMize Va,lll_t,or , .......................... (mb)
GINCH Initialize Ch(,ic_ ............................ (mb)
GINPK Initi.lize Pid¢ .............................. (lh)
GINST Ilfitialize St,ring ............................. (mb)

Set,l,illg M_nh'. _,f Inlnlt; Devices:
GSLOM Set Locator lVI_de ........................... (mb) *
GSSKN Set St,r(_ke M_{I_: ............................ (mb) *
GSVI_,M Set Val_mt,or Mode .......................... (mb) *
GSCHN Set Cl_{fice M_(le ............................ (mb) *
GSPRN Set Pick Mode .............................. (ib)*

aSSTN Set, Stri_g N'l_,de ............................ (mb)*
' ]_te_luesl,InI,_t F',t_ctio_ts:

GR_LC Request I,¢ma.t,_n' ............................ (mb) **
, GR_SK II_:q_mst Str_ke ............................. (mb)**

G_VL I/e_t,u,st Valuat,{w , ........................... (mb)**
GR_CH l{e_l_l_!st,Choice .............................. (mb) **
GR_PK lh,.quest Pick ................................ (lb)**
_R_S_I' Request Stri_g ............................. (,mb) **

................ 7;......................................
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Sm npl(, Inlnlt,Fun(.t,h'_ns,'
GSMLC SmnlfiC Loca, t,or , , , ................ (mc)
GSMSK Smnl)h', Sh'okc .................... (mc)
GSMVL Sa,mlfle Valtmtor , ................. (mc)
GSMCH Smnph_ C11oice .................... (mc)
GSMPK Smilplc Pick ..................... (lc)
GSMST Smnl_h: St,ring .................... (mc)

]!_'w:ntInI_Ut,Funct, ioil.,n:
GWAIT Awa,it, Event, .............. ................. (mc)
GFLUSH Flush Device Event;s ......................... (mc)
GGTI.,C Get, Loca,tor , .............................. (mc)
GGTSK G_:t Stroke ,. .............................. (mc)
o(rrVL Get Va,ltmtor . .............................. (mc)
GG'rCH Gcr Choice ................................. (mc)
GGTPK Gcr Pick .................................. ( 1c)

GGTST Get String ................................. (mc)

Mct, a Fih' F_llwt,ions:
GWXTN Writ;e Item t,o GKS Met, a Fih; ................... (Oa)

GGTITN Get, Item Type from GKS Mct;a File .............. (Oa)
GRDITM Read lWm from GKS Mct, a Fih' ................. (Oa)

GIITH Interln'rt Item .............................. (Oa)

J

Inquiry Funct, i(nls:
I11¢llli:'y[:'tm('t,i(ms for ()permit,ing St_tt,c Vahto:

c.IQOPS hxqllir_' Ol mrat;ing Stat, c Value .................. (0a) *
In<li:try F_anct_ionsfor GI{S Description %l,le:

GClL,VKS Inquire Level of GKS ......................... (ma)
GQEWK Inquire List, (clmnent)of AvailM)le Worl:sta, t,i()ii Typ¢;s , (Oa)
GQWKM Inq:fire Workst, a,t](n_.Maximmn Numbers ........... (la)
GQMNTNhlqlfirc M_txi:l:::m N_rnla, lizat, icm ']?rnn_._forlnation

Nl:l_fl,_'r , ................................. (0a)*

II_quiry Fll11_:ti(.,1_sfl,r Gf{S Stat,_' List,:
GQOPWK h:qmre so't, (nle.:ntmr} of ()pe:: Worksl_al;ion,'_ ........ (Oa)
GQACWK Inq:ures_,t (n:e:nber)¢,f Act,tvo Workstat, ions ........ (la)
GQPLI Inq_urr Polylinc In(h'x ........................ (Oa)
GQPMI h_qu_re Polynmrker hl(lex ...................... (Oa)
GQTXI Inq_re 21;xr In_h,x ........................... (Oa)
GClCHH Inq:_re Cim,ra,ct,or tt_,igl_t; ...................... (ma)
GQCHUP Inq:nre Cha, ra¢'t,er UI:, Vector . .................. (ma)
GQCHW In(tu:re Cha.ract, er Wi(lt,l_ ...................... (Oa)
GQCHB In(iu:re Chayact, er B_se V_!ct;or .................. (Oa)

GQTXP Inqmrc Text Patl_ ............................ (0a)
GQTXAL Inq:fire Text Alig_me_t ....................... (ma)*
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GQFAI Inqmre Fill Area Index ........... (0a)
GQPA Inquire P_t,t_ern Size .............. (Oa)
GQPAI_F Inqmre Pat, tern 1Reference Point ..... (Oa)

, GQPKID Inqmre Current Pick Ident, ifler , , (ta)
GQLN Inquire Line Type ........... (ma)*
GQLWSC Inqmre I.,ine Width Scale Factor , (Oa)*

' GQPLCI Inqmre Polyline Color Index .... (ma)*
GQMK Inqmre Marker Type, ............ (ma)
GI_MKSCInqmre Mt_rker Size Scale 1;'a,ctor , .... (Oa)
GQPMCI Inqmre Polymarker Color Index, ...... (ma.)

' f,ont, and !2recision . (0a) *GI_'rXFP Inqmre Text, _ ' ' , ......
GQCHXP Inquire Charaet, er Expansion t_'a,ct,or ...... (Oa)
GQCHSP Inquire Character Spacing ............... (Oa)
GQTXCI Inquire Text; Color Index ................... (ma)
GQFAIS h iqture Fill Area Interior Style ............ ,,, (ma)*
GQFASI Inqmre Fill Area Style Index ................... (Oa)
GQFACI Inqmre Fill Areal Color Index ................... (ma)*
GQASF Inqmre Aspect Source Flags .................... (0a) *
GQCNTN Inqmre Current Normaliza, t,ion Transfbrmaf:ion Nmnber (ma)
GQENTN Inqmre List, <element)of Norma,lization Transformation

Numbers ................................. (Oa)
GQNT Inquire Nornmliza, t,ion Transforma, ti()n ............ (ma)
G_CLIP Inquire Clipping ............................ (ma)

' GQOPSG Inquire Na.me of OI)en Segment, ................. (la)
GQSGUS Inquire Set (.menfl)er) of Segment Na,rees in Use ..... (la)
GQSIM Inquire More Simulta, neous Ew_ults ............... (mc)

Inquiry Fun('ti()ns for Worksta, tion Sta,te List,',
GQWKC Inqldre, Workstation Conne(:tioll mid Type ......... (ma)
GQWKS Inqmre Workstation State ..................... (Oa)*
GQWKDUInqmre Workstation Deferral mid UI)da,te Sta, tes ..... (Oa)
GQEPLI Inqmre List <element} of Polyline Indi(:es .......... (la)
GQPLK In(pure Polylhm I'tel)resentt_tion ................. (la)
GQEPMI Inqlnre List (element) of P()lymarker Indices ........ (la)
GQPMK Inqmre Polymarkm It.ei)resenta, tion ............... (:ta)
GQETXI Inqmre List (element)of 'II.'x(; Indices ............. (:ta)
GQTXK Inquire Text Representa, tion .................... (la)
GQTXX Inquire Text Extent .......................... (ma)
G_IEFAI Inqmre List (element,) of Fill Area In(li('es .......... (1.a)
GCIFAR Inqlnre Fill Area, I/(,l)resent_.Ltion ................. (la)

, GQEPAI Inqmre List (element) of Pa.ttern Indices ........... (la)
GQPAK Inqmre Pall, eml Ilel)res(ultati(m .................. (la)

1

GQECI Inqmre List (ele.m(,nt,) of Color Indic(_s ............ (ma)
GQCK Inqmre Color Representation ................... (ma)
GQWKT Inqmre Workstation Transformation .............. (ma)
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GQSGWK Inquire Set (member} of Segment Names on Works_,a_ion (la)

&QLCS Inquire Locator Device State ................... (mb)

GQSKS Inquire Stroke Device State _ (ro,b)

GQVLS Inquire Valuator Device State ...... ............ (mb)
I" * eGQCHS Inquire Cholc, Device State (mb)

GQPKS Inquire Pick Device State ........ . ............. (ta)

GQSTS Inquire String Device State .................... (mb)

Inquiry Functions for Workstation Description Table:
GQWKCA Inqmre Workstation Category .................. (Oa)*

GQWKCL Inqmre Workstation Classification ............... (0a)

GQDSP Inqmre Display Space Size ..................... (oa)*

GQDWKA Inqmre Dynamic Modification of Workstatio'_: _ttributes (la)

GQDDS Inqmre Default Deferral State Values ............. (la)

GQPLF [nqmre PolyIine Facilities ...................... (ma)

GQPPLK [nqmre Predefined Poiyline Representations ........ (Oa)

, GQPMF Inquire Polymarker Facilities ................... (ma)

GQPPMR Iaqmre Predefined Polymarker Representation . ..... (Oa)

GQTXF Inqmre Text Facilities ......................... (ma)

GQPTXK Inqmre Predefined Text Representation .......... (Oa)

GQF/F Inqmre Fill Area Facilities ...................... (ma)

GQPFM_ Inqmre Predefined Fitl Area Representation ........ (Oa)

GQPAF Inqmre Pat_,ern Facilities ....................... (Oa)

GQPPAt_ Inqmre Predefined Pattern Representation ......... (Oa)

: GQCF Inqmre C',olor Facilities ........................ (ma) '
GQPCI_. Inqmre Predefined Color Representation ........... (Oa)

GQEGDP lnqmre List; (element) of Available Generalized Drawing
Primitives .................................. (ma)

GQGDP Inquire Generalized Drawing Primitive ............ (Oa)

GQ:LWK Inqmre Maximum Length of Workstation Sta_e Tables . (0a)*

GQSGP inqmre Number of Segment Priorities Supported ..... (la)

: GQDSGA [nqmre Dynamic Modification of Segment Attributes . . (la)

GQLI [nqmre Number of Available Logical Input Devices ... (mb)*

GQDLC Inqmre Default Locator Device Data .............. (mb)

G_DSK Inqmre Default Stroke Device Data ............... (mb)

GQDVL [nqmre Default Valuator Device Data ............. (mb)

GQDCt! Inqmre Default C,hoice Device Data .............. (mb)

GQDPK Inqmre Default Pick Device Data ................ (lh)=

GQDST Inqmre Default String Device Data ............... (mb)

- Inquiry Functions for Segment State List"

GQASWE Inquire Set <member) of Associated Workstation ..... (la)

GQSGA Inquire Segment Attributes ....................... (1 a)

: Inquiry Functions for Pixels:

°_ GQPXAD Inquire Pixel Array Dimensions .................. (Oa)
GI]PXA Inc_uire Pixel Array . .......................... (Oa)
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GQPX Inquire Pixel ............................... (Oa)
Inquiry Functions for GKS Error State List,:

GQIQOV Inquire Input Queue Overflow ................... (mc)

Utility Functions:
GEVTM Evaluate Transformation Matrix .................. (1 a)

• GACTM Accumulate Transformation Matrix ............... (:ta)

Error Handling:
gECLKS Emergency Close GKS ........................ (0a)*
GERHND Error Ha_ldling .............................. (Oa)
GERLOG Error Logging .............................. (Oa)

Utility Functions not Defined in GKS:
GPREC Pack Data Record ........................... (Oa)
GUKEC Unpack Data Record .......................... (Oa)

GKS-EZ uses 17 of the GKS subroutines directly and another 56 subroutines
indirectly. It therefbre uses a total of 73 GtCS subroutines. The total number of
GKS subroutines for FORTRAN-77 irl a Level 2c implementation is given by the

. following table"

Control Functioaa ........................................... 12

' Output Functions ............................................ 6
Output Attributes ........................................... 31

Workstation Independent Primitive Attributes ................ 25
Workstation Attributes .................................. 6

Transformation Functions ...................................... 7
Normalization Transformations ........................... 5
Workstation Transformation .............................. 2

Segment Functions ............................. . ............ 13
Segment Manipulation Functions ............................. 8
Segment Attributes ..................................... 5

Input Functions ............................................. 32
Initialization of [npug Devices ............................ 6
Setting Mode of Input Devices ............................ 6
Request Input Functions ................................. 6
Sample Input Functions ................................... 6
Event Input Ftmction,'e ................................... 8

Metafile Functions ........................................... 4

Inquiry Functions ............................................ 100
Inquiry Functions for Operating S'_ate Value .................. t
Inquiry Funetioas for GKS Description "fable ................. 4
hlquiry Functions fi)r GKS State List ........................ 36

=

_
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Inquiry Functions for Workstation State List ................. 24

Inquiry Functions for Workstation Description Table ........... 29

Inquiry Functions for Segment State List ..................... 2

Inquiry Functions for Pixels .............................. 3

Inquiry Functions for GKS Error State List .................. 1
Utility Functions ............................................. 2

Error Handling ............................................. 3

..Utility Functions not Defined in GKS ............................ 2
Total ..................................................... 212

4.2. The GKS Enumeration Types

Many of the GKS subroutines contain input or output parameters that assume

a small number of integer values. GKS assigns enumeration types to these values

so that a programmer may refer to them symbolically in a consistent manner. A

full list of the enumeration types follows:

Aspect Source:
GBUNDL -- 0 Bundled

GINDIV = I Individual

Clear Control Flag"

GCONDI = 0 Clear display if not empty

GALWAY= 1 Clear display always

Clipping Indicator:

GNCLIP = 0 No clipping

GCLIP = I Clip
Color Available:

GMONOC= 0 Monochrome display

GCOLOK = 1 Color display
Coordinate Switch:

GWC = 0 Wbrld coordinates (WC)

GNDC = 1 Normalized device coordinates (NDC)
Deferral Mode:

GASAP = 0 As soon as possible

GBNIG = 1 Before next interaction globally,

GBNIL = 2 Before next interaction locally
GkSTI = 3 At some time

Detectability:
GUNDET = 0 Undetectable

GDETEC = 1 Detectable

Device Coordinate Units:

GMETRE = 0 Meters

GOTHU = I Other

Display Surface Empty:

=

=

-z
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GNEMPT = 0 Not Empty

GEMPTY = I Empty

Dynamic Modification:
GIRG = 0 Implicit Regeneration

GIMM = 1 Immediately
Echo Switch:

• GNECH0 = 0 No Echo

GECH0 = i Echo

Fill Area Interior Style:
GHOLL0 = 0 Hollow

GSOLID = I Solid

GPATT.R = 2 Pattern

GHATCtt = 3 Cross hatched

Highlighting:
GNORJlL = 0 Normal

GHILIT = 1 Highlighted

Input Device Status:
GNONE = 0 None

GOK = I OK

GNPICK = 2 No Pick

GNCHDI = 2 No Choice
,

Input Class:
GNCLAS = 0 None

GLOCAT = 1 Locator

GSTROK = 2 Stroke

GVALUA = 3 Valuator

GCHOIC = 4 Choice

GPICK = 5 Pick

GSTRIN = 6 String

hnplicit Regeneration Mode:

GSUPPD = 0 Sut)pressed
GALLOW = 1 Allowed

Level of GKS:

- GLMA =-3 Level ma

GLNB =-2 Level mb

GLMC =- 1 Level mc

GLOA = 0 Level Oa

' GLOB = I Level01)

GLOC = 2 Level0c

GLIA = 3 Level la

GLIB = 4 Level 1l)

GL1C = 5 Level lc

GL2A = 6 Level 2a

GL2B = 7 Level 2b
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GL2C _" 8 Level 2c

New Frame Action Necessary:
GNO = 0 No

GYES - I Yes i

Operating Mode:

GREQU = 0 Request

GSAMPL - I Sample
GEVENT = 2 Event

Operating State Value:
GGKCL = 0 GKS closed

GGKOP = I GKS open
GWSOP - 2 At, least one workstation open
GWSAC - 3 At least one workstation active

GSGOP = 4 Segment open
Presence of Invalid Values:

GABSNT --0 Absent,

GPRSNT = I Present

Regeneration Flags:
GP0STP - 0 Postpone
GPERFO - 1 Perform

Relative Input Priority:

GHIGHR - 0 Higher
GLOWER = I Lower

Simultaneous Events Flag:
GNMORE = 0 No more

GMORE = I More

Text Alignment Horizontal:
GAHNOR = 0 Normal

GALEFT = 1 Left

GACENT = 2 Cent,er

GARITE = 3 Right

q_xt Alignment Vertical:
GAVNOR - 0 Normal

GATOP = I Top

GACAP = 2 Cap
GAHALF = 3 Half

GABASE = 4 Base

GABOTT = 5 Bottom

Text Path:

GRIGHT = 0 Right
GLEFT = i Left

GUP = 2 Up
GDOWN = 3 Down

Text Precision:
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GSTRP = 0 String
GCHARP = 1 Character

GSTRKP = 2 Stroke

Type of Returned Values:
GSET = 0 Set

GREALI = I Realized

' Update State:

GNPEND --0 Not pending

GPEND = I Pending

Vector/Raster/Other Type:
GVECTR = 0 Vector

GRASTR = i Raster

COTHWK= 2 Other

Visibility:
GINVIS = 0 Invisible

GVISI = 1 Visible

Workstation Category:

GOUTPT = 0 Output

GINPUT = I Input

GOUTIN = 2 Output and Input

GWISS = 3 \¥orkstation Independent Segment Storage

GMO = 4 GKS Dicta File Output

GMI = 5 GKS Meta File Input
• Workstation State:

GINACT = 0 Inactive

GACTIV = 1 Active

List of Generalized Drawing Primitive Attributes'

GPLATT = 0 Polyline Attribute

GPMATT = 1 Polymarker attribute
GTXATT = 2 Text Attribute

GFAATT = 3 Fill Area Attribute

Line Type:
GLSOLI = i Solid

GLDASH = 2 Dashed

GLDDT = 3 Dotted

GLDASD = 4 Dashed-Dotted

Marker Type:
= ' GP01NT = 1 Point "."

GPLUS = 2 Plus "+"

. GAST = 3 Asterisk "*"

. GOMARK= 4 Circle "0"
GXMARK= 5 C,ross "X"

Attribute Control Flag:
GCURNT = 0 Current
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_SPEC - 1 Specified

Polyline/Fill Area Control Flag:
GPLINE -- 0 Polyline
GFILLA - 1 Fill Area

i

Initial Choice Prompt Flag'
GPROFF = 0 Off

GPRON = i 0I1

GI(S therefore defines a tota,1 of 126 enumeration types.
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